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ABSTRACT 

Information regarding a ship's performance in seakeeping, propulsion and 

manoeuvring cannot always be reliably predicted using existing numerical models. In 

addition, methodology deficiencies in scaling physical model data to full scale can 

significantly compromise the results. There is very little detailed full scale ship data 

available to the researcher in the open literature for validation of physical modeling 

methodology and/or numerical models. With this design ambiguity in mind, Memorial 

University of Newfoundland (MUN) in collaboration with the Institute for Marine 

Dynamics (IMD) of the National Research Council (NRC) of Canada and Marineering 

Ltd. designed and performed a ship I model correlation study on a 40 m long research 

vessel, MN Louis M. Lauzier. Full scale sea trials were carried out on the 'Lauzier' in 

the Summer and Fall of2001, while model scale research was performed on two different 

scale models (1 :6 & 1: 12) between August 2002 and June 2003. Numerical research was 

carried out concurrently using a computer generated replica of the 'Lauzier'. 

The powering, or propulsion, trials were performed to obtain the performance and 

propulsive characteristics of the vessel. I am able to correlate the model scale results to 

the full scale results to within 10% using the ITTC '78 power prediction. 

The manoeuvring trials provided information of the handling characteristics of the 

ship, for operational purposes. I am able to correlate certain parameters of each 

manoeuvre with a moderate level of accuracy: within 11% for the turning circle 

manoeuvres and within 15% for the zigzag manoeuvres. The analysis also showed that 
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the Nomoto coefficients could be accurately calculated for the vessel from the zigzag 

manoeuvre. 

The seakeeping trials were carried out to define the seaworthiness characteristics 

of the ship by assessing the relationship between the motions of the ship and the related 

environmental conditions in which the ship was tested. With the correlation analysis, the 

model scale results compared relatively well to the full scale motions. In the particular 

cases where the peaks of the model scale motions were slightly shifted compared to the 

full scale motions, it can be attributed to the uncertainty of the wave direction from the 

analyzed full scale sea state. 

By carrying out this study, I am able to validate the methodologies of the above 

research bodies for physical modeling and their numerical ship performance prediction 

models, by using quality full scale ship data. Validation of the testing procedure allows 

the consortium to be more competitive in the international research industry. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

In the early stages of the design process, the designer must establish the 

performance characteristics for the proposed vessel's propulsion, manoeuvring, and sea

keeping attributes. In order to achieve these attributes, the engineer must use a 

combination of numerical and physical modeling tests on the proposed design. Using 

empirical data of similar ship types, a preliminary design of the ship can be created. This 

process quantifies the hull form, the required appendages and their sizes, and the required 

propulsion system. However, the credibility of these theoretical and physical model 

experiments depends on the designer's ability to accurately and reliably correlate the test 

results to that of a full scale vessel. With this design ambiguity in mind, Memorial 

University of Newfoundland (MUN) in collaboration with the Institute for Marine 

Dynamics (IMD) of the National Research Council (NRC) of Canada and Marineering 

Ltd. designed and performed a ship I model correlation study on a 40 m long research 

vessel, MN Louis M. Lauzier. 

Information regarding a ship's performance in seakeeping, propulsion and 

manoeuvring cannot always be reliably predicted using existing numerical models. In 

addition, methodology deficiencies in scaling physical model data to full scale can 

significantly compromise the results. There is very little detailed full scale ship data 

available to the researcher in the open literature for validation of physical modeling 

methodology and/or numerical models. By carrying out this study, the above research 

bodies are validating their methodology for physical modeling and their numerical ship 
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performance prediction models, by using quality full scale ship data. Validation of the 

testing procedure enables these research bodies to interpolate full scale results based on 

model tests with a higher level of confidence and accuracy, allowing them to be more 

competitive in the international research industry. 

This thesis describes the testing methodology that was used in the two-phase ship 

I model correlation study as well as an in-depth analysis and comparison of the 

experimental results. The first phase of this study involved full scale sea trials aboard the 

'Lauzier'. There were three separate tests performed on the 'Lauzier': propulsion trials, 

manoeuvring trials, and seakeeping trials. The propulsion trials were performed to obtain 

the performance and propulsive characteristics of the vessel. The manoeuvring trials 

provided information of the handling characteristics of the ship, for operational purposes. 

Finally, the seakeeping trials were carried out to define the seaworthiness characteristics 

of the ship by assessing the relationship between the motions of the ship and the related 

environmental conditions in which the ship was tested. 

The second phase of the study involved performing physical model tests on a 

model replica of the 'Lauzier'. The testing procedure was based on the testing 

procedures used during the first phase of the research. The model test plan was expanded 

in order to achieve more comprehensive results. For example, during the resistance 

testing, additional speeds were included to achieve a more defined resistance curve. 

Also, the wave data collected during the full scale seakeeping sea trials was used to 

generate a similar sea state to interact with the model during the model tests. There were 
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two scaled models built for this experiment: a 1:6 scale and a 1:12 scale, approximately 6 

m and 3 m long respectively. 

1.0 MN Louis M. Lauzier 

The 'Lauzier' is a 40 m long coastal research and survey vessel owned by MUN. 

The vessel is based in St. John's, Newfoundland and is primarily used by the Marine 

Institute as a training platform for sea-going personnel as well as a research platform by 

MUN's Physics & Physical Oceanography Department. The 'Lauzier' is a hard chine 

aluminium hulled, twin-screw vessel fitted with fixed pitch propellers, twin rudders, bow 

thruster, centerline skeg and a cylindrical shaped bulbous bow. During the time of the 

sea trials, the vessel was also fitted with a large faired sonar caisson situated slightly 

forward of midship on the starboard side. Each propeller is attached to a long length of 

exposed shafting, which is supported by a single 'A' bracket. The rudders are of simple 

balanced flat plate design under hung from the hull. They are controlled in tandem by a 

single control signal. Other appendages include a set of flat plate bilge keels fitted 

inboard of the chine. 

The vessel is equipped with a modem navigation suite and can be steered using 

autopilot or manual control. The main engines can be controlled from the bridge using 

slip mode for better low speed control, ideal for docking and undocking manoeuvres, or 

conventional mode for normal operation. The electro-hydraulic steering system can be 

controlled by a single port or starboard steering motor or can be controlled by both 

motors simultaneously. The deck equipment fitted to the quarterdeck includes a 
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hydraulic boom crane, an A-frame over the stem and an electric motor driven capstan. 

The principal dimensions and a description of the outfit onboard the 'Lauzier' is 

presented in Table 1-1. Photographs of the 'Lauzier' are provided in Figure 1-1 to Figure 

1-5. 

Table 1-1: Principal Particulars and Description of Outfit 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MN LOUIS M. LAUZIER 

Principal Particulars: 

Length Overall 
Length Between Perpendiculars 
Breadth 
Draft 
Gross Displacement 
Bare Hull Displacement 
Cruising Speed 
Range 
Day Trip Crew 
Day Trip Personnel Accommodation (Incl. Crew) 

Machinery Description: 

Propulsion Type: 
Main Engines: 
Propulsion Power: 
Electrical Generators: 
Electrical Power: 
Bow Thruster: 
Maximum Shaft RPM: 
Maximum Rudder Angle: 

Navigation/Communication Equipment: 

Heading Gyro: 
Radar(!): 
Radar(2): 
GPS Position: 
DGPS Position: 
VHF Direction Finder: 
LORANC: 
Depth Sounder: 
VHF AM: 
VHF AM: 
Watch Receiver: 
Transceiver: 
NavTex Receiver: 
MFIHF SSB Radio System: 
MF/HF DSC Receiver: 
Magnetic Compass 
Barometer 
Barograph 
Computer used to support Electronic Chart Data 
Depth Sonar 
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40m 
37.1 m 
8.2m 
2.44m 
332 t 
265.2 t 
11.5 knots 
3500nm 
4 
37 

Geared Diesel 
2 * Cummins 1<2300 
2 *600kW 
2 * Caterpillar 3302 
2 * 140kW 
American™ Bow Thruster 
425 RPM (7.1 rps) (nominal) 
± 35 degrees (nominal) 

Sperry Mk 37 Mod 1 w/ 4 Repeaters 
JRC JMA-627-6-X Band 
Decca Racal 6520/CAD - X Band 
Trimble Navtrac XL 
Furuno DPSS GP-36 
Taiyo TD-Ll550 
FurunoLC 90 
1-Elac LAz 72, 1-Lowrange X-16 
Motorola PT 400 
Sailor RT 2047 
Skanti WR 6000 
Scansat- CG Transceiver C 9000 
JRC NCR-300A 
Skanti TRP 8000 
Skanti DSC 9000 









model correlation project. It should be noted that the vessel proportions and hull form do 

conform to common designs for large luxury motor yachts. 

2. 0 Research Facilities 

2.1 Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Memorial University of Newfoundland is Atlantic Canada's prermere 

comprehensive university and one of the region's most important research facilities. It is 

located in a port city (St. John's, NL) where practical results and evidence of the work 

from ocean engineers and naval architects are easily accessible by both professors and 

students. With MUN's commitment to research and the surrounding community of 

marine studies, a comprehensive ship I model correlation study cements MUN as a 

research leader in this region. 

2.1.1 Description of the MUN Towing Tank 

The MUN Towing Tank, as seen in Figure 1-6, has a working area of 4.5 m by 60 

m with a water depth that can vary up to 2 m. The tank is equipped with wave making 

machinery located at south end of the tank that is capable of generating regular and 

irregular waves up to 0.3 m significant wave height, which travel the length of the tank. 

The tank is fitted with passive wave absorbers on the three other sides of the tank: pool 

dividers along the length ofthe tank (fitted during calm water experiments only) and wire 

mesh at the north end of the tank. A carriage is installed on the tank to provide work over 
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international research institution. IMD has three major testing facilities: a Towing Tank, 

an Ice Tank, and an Offshore Engineering Basin (OEB). 

2.2.1 Description of the IMD Towing Tank 

The Towing Tank is 200m long, 12m wide and 8 m high to the top of the wall, 

as seen in Figure 1-7. The tank can be filled with fresh water up to a constant depth of 7 

m. The West side of the tank is equipped with a dual flap wavemaker. The East side 

contains a moveable beach that can be lowered in order for models to have access to the 

tank from the trim dock located behind the beach. The wavemaker is installed on a raised 

level with the lower and upper hinges located 4.0 m and 1.2 m below the water level, 

respectively. This computer controlled hydraulic dry-back wavemaker system can 

generate unidirectional regular and irregular waves up to wave heights of 1.0 m. Waves 

are absorbed at the opposite end of the tank by a parabolic beach constructed of a steel 

frame and covered with wooden slats. 

The Towing Tank is equipped with a towing carriage. The towing carriage is an 

80,000 kg steel structure with dimensions of 15m long, 14.2 m wide, and 3.96 m high. 

The carriage is mounted on four sets of bogey wheels and two sets of rack drive wheels 

and has a speed range of 0.0002 m/s to 10 m/s. The carriage has a control room that is 14 

m long, 2 m wide which houses the computer equipment for the drive control, data 

acquisition system, and the signal conditioning electronics for the model test transducers. 

The model test frame is capable of handling a 12 m long model with a displacement of 

12000 kg. 
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0.0002 m!s to 4 m/s. The carriage control room is 14m long, 2m wide and is thermally 

insulated. The control room houses the computer equipment for the drive control, data 

acquisition system, and the signal conditioning electronics for the model test transducers. 

The model test frame is capable of handling a 12 m long model with a displacement of 

12000 kg. The test frame can position the model on the tank centre line, or on either of 

the quarter points of the tank width and is designed for ice forces of 60 kN on the centre 

line, or 30 kN on the 3 m offset points. 

The service carriage is used for ice control and measurement work. It is a four 

wheel, 24 tonne, hydraulically driven carriage with manually controlled speeds of up to 

0.5 m/s. The carriage is fitted with a working platform separated into three sections that 

can be raised or lowered to any convenient height from the ice. The sections can be 

operated individually or in unison. A three-section ice boom is installed in front of the 

carriage and these sections can also be raised or lowered together or separately. The 

boom can be tilted from horizontal to vertical for ice pushing and cleaning operations. 

The combined tilting and lifting effects are used to build pressure ridges, and the boom is 

capable of lifting 1800 kg. The boom can withstand thrust forces of 60 kN, though for 

such work the carriage is attached to the main towing carriage. 

An underwater carriage can be readily attached and detached from the main tow 

carriage by a vertical mast. The underwater carriage is approximately 6 m wide and 8 m 

long and normally supports 2 underwater video cameras with underwater lights that 

supplement the 2 surface video cameras housed on the main carriage. The cameras are 

mounted on remote controlled pan and tilt heads and can be manually moved a limited 
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1.0 Introduction 

This chapter describes the basic theories involved in the set of tests in the ship I 

model correlation study: powering, manoeuvring, and seakeeping. 

2.0 Powering 

In the preliminary stages of ship design, there are two main design components 

the designer considers. They are the shape of the hull and how to propel the ship through 

the water. Care needs to be taken at this stage since the components are co-dependent. 

For optimal design efficiency, the design comprises of the following: the shape or form 

of the hull, the size and type of propulsion plant to provide motive power and the device 

to transform the power into effective thrust. The following sections detail the aspects of 

drag or resistance on the form of the ship and the required thrust or power required to 

move a particular hull. The type of propulsion plant is outside the scope of this project. 

2.1 Resistance 

When a ship is moving through the water at a given speed, the resistance of the 

ship is the fluid force acting on the ship in such a way as to oppose its motion. 

Resistance is the preferred term in ship hydrodynamics, while the term drag is preferred 

for aerodynamics and submerged bodies. For a designer, determining the form of the 

ship that provides the least amount of resistance, while simultaneously optimizing the 

hull in order to carry out its design function (e.g. carry oil from Kuwait to North 
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America), can be a tedious process. Once the ideal form is developed theoretically, 

model scale testing is performed to test the resistance of the hull before the full scale ship 

is built. This ensures that indeed the optimal design has been achieved. 

The following subsections explore the various components involved in resistance 

of ships and various theories that are used to extrapolate model scale results to full-scale 

ship resistance. 

2.1.1 Dimensional Analysis 

In order to study the resistance acting upon a body moving through the water, the 

basic laws of resistance must be examined. Since it is difficult to explicitly define these 

laws or factors, dimensional analysis is used to characterize the relationship. First break 

up the function into its independent components. In this case, resistance can be expressed 

as a function of the characteristics of the water and of the ship: 

R = h {L,[xnlV,p,,u,g,p} ( 2-1) 

Where: R = Resistance; p = Density of water; 

L = Ship size (length); ,u = Dynamic viscosity of water; 

v = Ship speed; g = Acceleration due to gravity; 

p Water static pressure; and 

[xn] = Sufficient number of coordinates to define the shape of the hull. 

Since these tests will involve ships that are geometrically similar, [xn] can be ignored. 

To develop an expression that correlates the resistance to the factors mentioned 

above, it is necessary to develop non-dimensional terms that will apply to both model 
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scale and full scale ships. To perform this, the matrix method for dimensional analysis is 

employed. For this method, each identity is expressed in terms of their fundamental 

dimensions: mass (M), length (L), and time (T), as seen in the top portion of Table 2-1. 

The individual number represents the number of terms present. For example, the 

resistance term, R, can be equated to 'mass x length I time2'. The terms are then divided 

by three common factors that can easily be distinguished from each other. In this case, 

these factors are: ship size (L), ship speed (V), and density of water (p). These terms 

were chosen because p is the only term with a mass component and V is the only term 

with a time component. The ship size term is then used to non-dimensionalize the term 

since it only contains the length component. Using the resistance term again, it contains 

1 mass term, -2 time terms, and 1length term. It can be replaced by 1 p term (only term 

with a mass component), 2 Vterms (on1yterm with a time component, and opposite sign 

since the time component is in the numerator) and 2 L terms. The ship size term not only 

replaces the length term in the resistance but any length terms associated with the p and V 

terms to make the entire term dimensionless (# of L terms = 1 (R) + -3 (p) + 2 (V)). 

L 
T 
M 
L 
v 
p 

Table 2-1: Matrix Method -Resistance 

L v D R p u 

1 1 -3 1 -1 -1 
0 -1 0 -2 -2 -1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 

' 1 0 0 ' 2 0 1 ' ' ' 
0 1 0 ' 2 2 1 ' ' ' 
0 0 1 ' 1 1 1 ' ' 

g 

1 
-2 

0 
-1 
2 

0 

The various non-dimensional 'n' terms formulated from the above matrix are as follows: 
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( 2-2) 

By compounding, the non-dimensional resistance can be expressed as follows: 

( 2-3) 

Equation 2-3 states that the non-dimensional resistance will be the same for any 

ship as long as they are geometrically similar, provided that the non-dimensional terms 

inside the function have the same numerical values. It is irrelevant what the relationship 

of j2 has with its terms since it will be the same for the geometrically similar ships. 

The 1l2 term is the ratio of static pressure to dynamic pressure. Although there are 

particular circumstances, such as with cavitation on propellers, where this term may be of 

great importance, in the instance of ship resistance, the 1l2 term may be ignored. The 1l3 

term contains the viscosity of water that is related to frictional resistance. The 1l4 term 

contains the gravitational factor that is connected to wave-making resistance; the energy 

expended to generate gravity waves. 

2.1.2 Resistance Equation 

A major assumption made when dealing with ship resistance is that the frictional 

and wave-making resistances are independent of each other [1]. For this reason, the 

resistance equation can be rewritten as follows: 

( 2-4) 
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For geometrically similar models, the wave-making resistance for one model (or ship) 

could be deduced from the wave-making resistance of a second model as long as their 

speeds are in the ratio of the square roots of their lengths. This is known as Froude' s law 

of comparison. 

( 2-5) 

Since the frictional resistance deals with both geometrical and dynamical similarity 

(similar water density), in order to relate the resistances for the two different models, 

In order to satisfy both laws, the two models must be the same size. If the first 

model is half the length of the second model, using Froude's law, the speed ofthe smaller 

model is less by 0.707 times. On the other hand, if Rayleigh's law is used, the speed of 

the smaller model is faster by 2 times. So, reason suggests that when attempting to 

estimate ship resistance from geometrically similar models, satisfying Froude's law 

would be the most practical design approach. 

The designer must also be aware of the region of laminar and turbulent flow on 

the model. In the case of the larger model (or ship), the vessel mainly travels through a 

turbulent flow due to the higher speeds, whereas the smaller model may experience 

laminar flow with its decreased model speed, especially in the bow of the ship. Since 

turbulent flow creates a higher frictional resistance than does laminar flow, it is important 

to create turbulent flow on the smaller model. To achieve this, turbulence stimulators are 
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attached to the bow of the ship to prevent laminar flow. One such device that is 

commonly used is 3 mm diameter studs or pins fitted on the forward end of the bow. 

2.1.3 Full Scale Prediction 

To solve the correlation resistance problem, William Froude, a pioneer in model 

scale testing, developed the first scientific way to relate model scale resistance to ship 

resistance. It has since been called Froude's Method [1]. The total model resistance, 

RrM, is measured at various speeds and broken up into two parts: the frictional resistance 

(RFM) plus the residuary resistance (RRM). If the residual resistance is to be assumed 

independent of the frictional resistance, Froude's law must be obeyed. As such, the 

following equation applies: 

V = Vs 
M -fi ( 2-6) 

where V M and Vs are the speed of the model and ship, respectively, and A. is the scale ratio 

based on geometric similar models. 

The accuracy of this procedure depends largely on the accuracy of the frictional 

resistance calculation. Froude calculated the frictional resistance using the formula, 

( 2-7) 

where S is the total wetted surface area of the ship/model, f is its coefficient of friction, V 

is its speed, and n is an index giving the power of V according to which Rp is increasing. 

Froude assumed that a ship form has a frictional resistance equal to that of a flat 
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rectangular plate having the same wetted area and length as the ship. However over time, 

the formula for frictional resistance has changed: 

R = rA- svl.8zs 
F 1000 

A-= 0.1392+ [1+0.0043(15-t}] ( 0.258 ) 
2.68+L 

where: L = Length of the ship/model; 

t = Temperature of the water; 

s Wetted surface area; 

v = Ship speed in m/s2; and 

y = Specific weight of the water. 

( 2-8) 

Since the value of RFM is calculated, RRM can be deduced by subtracting RFM from 

the total model resistance. RRM is considered to be made up of almost entirely wave-

making resistance. The residuary resistance of the model is then scaled up to find the 

residuary resistance of the ship using 

( 2-9) 

Using the same principles for calculating RFM to calculate the frictional resistance 

for the ship, Rps, the total ship resistance can be calculated by 

( 2-10) 

However, using Froude's Method to calculate the ship resistance, the following 

factors have been ignored: 

1. the fluid particle moves in complicated paths due to the waves formed by the ship; 
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2. the speed of the fluid along the hull does not always equal that of the ship; 

3. that water separation from the hull can occur; and 

4. the boundary layer on the hull surface can be different from that on a 

corresponding flat plate. 

In spite of these drawbacks, Froude' s idea of splitting the resistance into two components 

is still used in other resistance methods. 

In 1957, using Froude's basic principal of splitting up the resistance components, 

the International Towing Tank Conferences (ITTC) worked out their own method to 

transform model test results from model scale to full scale. This method, called ITTC 

1957 Method [2], is built on Froude's method in three ways. 

The first difference is that ITTC '57 deals with the non-dimensional resistance 

coefficient instead of the resistance terms alone. The total model resistance coefficient is 

stated as: 

c - RTM 
™- ~pMVifSM 

( 2-11) 

where: RrM = Total model resistance; 

PM = Density of testing water; 

VM Speed of the model; and 

SM = Wetted surface area of the model. 

The second difference is the implementation of the 'ITTC 1957 Model-Ship 

Correlation Line'. This line replaces the frictional resistance calculation in the previous 

method. The line formulation for the frictional resistance coefficient (CF) was regarded 
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as an interim solution to the frictional problem for practical engineering purposes. The 

friction coefficient is found by 

CF = 0.075 2 

(log 10 Rn - 2) 
( 2-12) 

where Rn is the local Reynolds Number expressed as: 

R = VL 
n ( 2-13) 

v 

v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid that is equal to the dynamic viscosity divided by 

the density of the fluid (f.l/p). 

The third difference is the addition of the incremental resistance coefficient ( CA) 

that takes into account the effect of roughness on the surface of the ship. Most model 

tests organizations use a standard CA coefficient of0.0004 for all types of ships. 

As a result, to obtain the total resistance of the ship, the following calculations are 

performed: (the subscripts Sand M stand for ship and model, respectively). 

( 2-14) 

where 

( 2-15) 

Since it is assumed that the residual resistance is the same for both the model and the ship 

at the same Froude Number; 

( 2-16) 

where Cp is calculated using Equation 2-12. 
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In 1978, ITTC introduced the '1978 ITTC Performance Prediction Method' [3]. 

This method introduced the form factor philosophy developed by Prohaska in 1966 [4], 

by determining a three-dimensional form factor (k) on flat plate friction. To obtain the 

form factor, Prohaska proposed to run the model at ten low speed tests corresponding to 

0.1 < Fn < 0.22 to determine the total resistance coefficient, CT, where Fn is the local 

Froude Number expressed as 

v 
Fn= fii ( 2-17) 

Owing to the uncertainty involved in measuring resistance at very low speeds, ITTC 

recommended a speed interval of 0.12 < Fn < 0.2. The form factor is determined by 

plotting CT I CF versus Fn4 I Cp. A straight line is plotted through the points with a slope 

of c and an intercept of (l+k). Therefore, the equation ofthe line is 

( 2-18) 

where the exponent n for Fn has to be evaluated in order to obtain the best approximation 

of the measured data points. Prohaska proposed a power between 4 and 6 for full scale 

ships. 

ITTC '78 Method states the total resistance coefficient of a ship without bilge 

keels is 

( 2-19) 

( 2-20) 
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CAA =O.oo{ A;) ( 2-22) 

where: CFS = Frictional resistance coefficient based on the ITTC '57 ship-

model correlation line; 

CR = Residual resistance coefficient; 

CA = Roughness allowance; 

CAA = Air resistance coefficient; 

ks = Mean amplitude of the surface roughness over a 50mm span of 

hull (if a value is not available, the designer can use a standard 

amplitude of 150 X 10-6 meters); 

LWL = Length of the waterline of the ship; and 

Avr = Projected frontal area of the ship above the waterline. 

However, Equation 2-19 can be altered to accommodate a ship with fitted bilge keels: 

( 2-23) 

where: SnK = Surface area of the bilge keels. 

Figure 2-1 displays the transformation of the resistance coefficient from model 

scale values to the full scale values. The figure displays the effect form factor has on the 

results as well as the addition of the roughness coefficient on the full scale values. 
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Figure 2-1: ITTC '78 Resistance Prediction Method 

2.2 Propulsion 

Over the decades, there have been many innovative ways to propel a vessel 

through the water; from the beginning of the oar and the evolution of the sail, to the 

paddlewheel, water jets and screw propellers. Of the aforementioned, the screw propeller 

has become the most popular choice to propel the designed vessel due to several key 

advantages: they are well protected underneath the hull away from damages caused by 

the sea and collisions; they can be driven using small, light weight and fast-running 

engines; and their design is quite flexible so they can be changed for either high thrust or 

high torque, or both. With that in mind, the designer must develop the propeller that 

meets the vessel's needs while at the same time optimizing the efficiency of the propeller. 

Although the propeller can be designed theoretically, model tests are performed with the 

propeller in open water to ensure that the ideal design of the propeller is achieved and 
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with the propeller connected to a model replica of the vessel to see the effect that the 

propeller interaction with the hull has on the propeller thrust and efficiency. 

The following subsections explore the various components involved in designing 

an optimal propeller and the theory involved in extrapolating the model scale results to 

full scale thrust/torque requirements. 

2.2.1 Dimensional Analysis 

As in the case of resistance, the basic laws governing the thrust and torque values 

of the propeller with the associated water traveling through the propeller blade area must 

be examined by applying dimensional analysis. The thrust I torque can be expressed as a 

function of the characteristics of the propeller and the fluid: 

T I Q = f 4 {p,D, VA,g,n,P,p,} { 2-24) 

Where: T = Propeller thrust; g Acceleration due to gravity; 

Q = Propeller torque; n Speed of rotation; 

p = Density of water; p = Water static pressure; 

VA = Speed of advance; J.l = Dynamic viscosity of water; and 

D Size of the propeller, represented by its diameter. 

Similar to the dimensional analysis performed for resistance, the matrix method, 

as seen in Table 2-2 and Table 2-3, is employed to develop an expression that relates the 

thrust I torque to the above factors in a non-dimensional form, enabling the designer to 

relate model scale values to full scale values. The common factors used in this method 

are p, D, and VA. 
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L 
T 
M 
L 

Va 

p 

L 
T 
M 
L 

Va 

p 

Table 2-2: Matrix Method -Thrust 

L Va p T g n 

1 1 -3 1 1 0 

0 -1 0 -2 -2 -1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 2 -1 -1 
0 1 0 2 2 1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 

Table 2-3: Matrix Method- Torque 

L V a p Q g n 
1 1 -3 2 1 0 
0 -1 0 -2 -2 -1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 
1 0 0 3 -1 -1 
0 1 0 2 2 1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 

p 
J..L 

-1 -1 

-2 -1 
1 1 
0 1 
2 1 
1 1 

p 
J..L 

-1 -1 
-2 -1 
1 1 
0 1 
2 1 
1 1 

By compounding, the non-dimensional thrust I torque can be expressed as follows: 

( 2-25) 

( 2-26) 

The above equations state that for any propeller that is geometrically similar, if 

the non-dimensional terms inside the function have the same numerical values, the non-

dimensional thrust I torque will be the same regardless of the relationship of f5 and /6· 

The first term inside the expressions is a form of the Froude Number. The second 

term is referred to as the advance coefficient, J. The third term deals with the 

atmospheric pressure acting on the propeller. This pressure is difficult to correlate 
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between model and full scale, since the forces on the propeller blades are caused by 

differences in pressure, this term can be ignored in this equation. In the instance that 

cavitation occurs, a set of specific tests can be carried out on the propeller. Finally, the 

fourth term is a form of the Reynolds Number. 

2.2.2 Propeller Coefficients 

The propeller thrust and torque characteristics are plotted in the non-dimensional 

terms stated in Equations 2-25 & 2-26 to the base of the advance coefficient. The 

disadvantage that those particular coefficients create is that they become infinite for zero 

speed of advance. However, since J is the same for both the model and the ship, VA can 

be replaced by nD in the thrust and torque coefficients which would not have the above 

disadvantage. As a result, the typical propeller coefficients are: 

Advance Coefficient: 

Thrust Coefficient: 

Torque Coefficient: 

J =VA 
0 nD 

( 2-27) 

( 2-28) 

( 2-29) 

To determine these coefficients, a set of open water experiments are carried out. 

These tests are performed with the propeller extruding in front of a specialized testing 

apparatus so that the propeller blade area will experience homogenous velocity fluid 

flow, undisturbed by the flow of the apparatus. An example of this specialized apparatus 

can be seen in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: Propeller Open Water Testing Apparatus 

The propeller open water efficiency is then expressed as follows: 

J Kro 
'llo =-·--

27! Kgo 
( 2-30) 

Typical propeller curves generated from propeller open water experiments can be seen in 

Figure 2-3. 

1.0.....---..----..----r----r---r--0.10 

·-+----to.oe 

0 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 

J• VA/Dn 

Figure 2-3: Typical Propeller Curves in Open Water 

In dealing with geometrically similar propellers, the first condition for similarity 

of flow is that the speed of advance of the model and the ship propellers should be in 

accordance with Froude's Law of Comparison. As in the case of resistance, one cannot 

meet Froude's law and at the same time have the same Reynolds Number. Since the 
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frictional resistance is only a very small component of the total force, this inconsistency 

can be neglected. In spite of this, the propellers should be made as large as possible 

within the limitations of the hull model scale, measuring apparatus, etc. to avoid any 

laminar flow over the blades [5]. In practice, the open water experiments are carried out 

at constant propeller revolutions with different speeds of advance. This is done to obtain 

as high a value of Reynolds Number as possible provided the propeller is run with 

adequate immersion, approximately at a depth of l.Sx the diameter of the propeller, so 

that there is no wave-making on the surface. Meeting this condition, the lack of Froude 

Number identity will not have any important effects. 

2.2.3 Hull I Propeller Interaction 

When the propeller is in its correct location behind the model or ship, the 

propeller is no longer operating in a uniform flow field. The flow field is disturbed by 

the passage of the hull. This disturbance is called the wake which results in the propeller 

experiencing a fluid flow at a lower speed, VA, than the relative speed of the model I ship, 

V. Since the wake produces a non-uniform flow field, there is a possibility of 

experiencing different propeller efficiencies behind the hull than in open water. 

A wake factor represents the effective wake felt by the propeller. This factor can 

be deduced by comparing the propeller performance from behind the hull and in open 

water. For example, at a model speed, V, the propeller develops a thrust, T at n 

revolutions per second. Referring to the open water curves at that particular shaft speed 

and thrust, one produces a lower speed, VA. Thus, the effective wake fraction, wris: 
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The effective wake fraction can be also be derived by using the torque values; 

however, the fractions will be slightly different. When using the tests for model 

experiments only, deriving the fraction using the thrust values is the preferred method 

because the thrust can be measured more accurately than the torque. On the other hand, 

if the experiments are used in a ship I model correlation study, it might be necessary to 

use torque value to calculate the fraction since it is usually quite difficult to measure 

thrust on a full scale ship. 

Due to the wake, the open water efficiency is different at the same VA, T and n due 

to the Q value experienced behind the hull. This new efficiency is known as the 

efficiency behind the hull, T}B and the ratio of the two efficiencies is known as the relative 

rotative efficiency, llR· 

( 2-32) 

( 2-33) 

Besides the hull having an effect on the propeller, the opposite is true as well. 

Through the actions of the propeller, the water passing along the stem of the model I ship 

is at a much faster rate than during the resistance experiments. This enhanced rate 

decreases the pressure aft, which in turn increases the necessary thrust needed to propel 

the vessel. For example, at model speed, V, the measured propeller thrust, Tis greater 
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than the measured resistance, Rr. This can be expressed as a thrust deduction fraction, t 

where (1-t) is known as the thrust deduction factor. 

T-R t= T 
T 

or ( 2-34) 

Rr =(l-t)T 

Hence, the interaction between the hull and the propeller can be summed up as the 

hull efficiency, 1JH which is the ratio of the effective power, PE, (calculated from the 

resistance) and the thrust power, Pr. The efficiency can also be expressed as the ratio of 

the thrust deduction factor and the wake factor. 

or ( 2-35) 

To optimize the propeller design, the designer must look at the overall propulsive 

efficiency, 1JD· 

or ( 2-36) 

In the above equation, PD is the delivered power. 
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2.2.4 Full Scale Prediction 

To relate the propulsive efficiency from model scale to full scale, three sets of 

model experiments have to be preformed: resistance tests, propeller open water tests, and 

self-propulsion tests. The resistance and propeller open water experiments have been 

discussed earlier. The self-propulsion experiments are tests run with the propeller 

attached to the model so that when the model is towed down the testing tank, the 

propeller revolutions are varied above and below the self-propulsion point. The self-

propulsion point is the revolution rate at which the propeller produces enough thrust to 

mitigate any tow force. 

The following calculations are based on ITTC '78 Power Prediction Method [5]. 

From the self-propulsion experiments, the advance, thrust and torque coefficients 

are calculated as per Equations 2-27, 2-28, & 2-29 and are denoted by Jp, Krp, and KQP. 

respectively. Using the thrust identity where Krp = Kro, Jo and KQo are interpolated from 

the propeller open water experiments. From these values, the model wake fraction, 

relative rotative efficiency and thrust deduction fraction are calculated where Ss and Ds is 

the full scale wetted surface area and ship propeller diameter, respectively. 

( 2-37) 

( 2-38) 

( 2-39) 
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The thrust deduction fraction is independent of scale whereas the approximate full 

scale wake fraction needs to be expressed as: 

( ) ( ) (l+k)cFS +CA 
Wr,s = t + 0.04 + WT -t -0.04 · ( )c 

l+k FM 

The full scale propeller open water characteristics are then estimated by: 

( ) p cZ 
Kros =Kro +0.3 CDM -Cvs -

DD 

c = 2(1 + 2.£)(0.044- _5 J 
DM c Ry;, R% 

nco nco 

where: D = Full scale diameter; 

p Propeller pitch at 0. 7 radius; 

c Propeller chord length at 0.7 radius; 

z = Number of propeller blades; 

CD = Drag coefficient; 

t Propeller thickness at 0.7 radius; 

Rnco = Local Reynolds Number at 0.7 radius; and 

kp = Blade roughness, taken as 30x10-6 m. 

The load on the full scale propeller behind the ship is estimated from: 
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( 2-40) 

( 2-41) 

( 2-42) 

( 2-43) 

( 2-44) 



L~-4~---------

With KTS = Kros, the full scale Js and KQs are obtained from the above equation 

and the full scale propeller open water curves. As a result, the following calculations can 

be made to predict the full scale delivered power, effective power, hull efficiency and 

propulsive efficiency. 

( 2-46) 

( 2-47) 

( 2-48) 

( 2-49) 

( 2-50) 

With the above experiments and prediction calculations, the designer can perform 

an iterative process to conceive either the optimal hull design for a particular propulsive 

system or the optimal propulsive system for a given hull or both. 

3.0 Manoeuvring 

Manoeuvrability is a very important design aspect when designing a ship. fu 

considering the operations of the vessel in open water, in channels, and harbours, it is 

important to know the handling characteristics of the ship. To understand these 

characteristics, tests need to be carried out in order to determine the course keeping as 
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well as the course changing qualities of the ship. fu the early stages of the design, 
---,---------------,-c----,-----------------------·---·---·--·--·--·--

numerical models are available to predict such qualities before the experimental stage is 

required. Once predictions are made, various model tests are performed to quantify these 

manoeuvring qualities. 

The following subsections will examme the vanous theories employed to 

extrapolate model scale results to full scale results as well as experiments that are 

performed to establish the manoeuvrability of a ship. 

3.1 Dimensional Analysis 

To extrapolate the model test results to a full size ship, one must be able to correlate 

the data of the two identities. Correlation is simply performed by expressing the 

responses in such a way that the equation will be the same for both the model and the 

ship. To achieve this, dimensional analysis is employed to express relevant terms in non-

dimensional functions equivalent to both model and full scale tests. 

For example, the yaw rate of the vessel is extremely important in manoeuvring 

experiments. The yaw rate can be expressed as a function of the characteristics of the 

ship and the water, which can be written as follows: 

ljt = f 7 {V,Ls ,1, If/, [xB 1 O,LR, [xR 1 p, Jl, g} ( 2-51) 

where: v = Ship Speed; Ls = Ship size (length); 

I = Ship mass properties; If/ = Yaw angle; 

0 = Rudder angle; LR = Rudder size (length); 

p = Density of water; .u Dynamic viscosity of water; 
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g = Acceleration due to gravity; and 

[ XB!R] = Sufficient number of coordinates to define the shape of the hull I 

rudder. 

In the above equation, the mass properties of the ship are represented by the mass 

moment of inertia ofthe ship about the z axis, assuming that the axis acts through the CG 

of the vessel. Since the experiments involve a ship and a geometrically similar model, 

[XB!R] can be removed since it will be the same for both objects. Also, the scale used for 

the rudder will be the same as the scale used for the ship; therefore, Ls and LR can be 

combined as L. 

The matrix method is utilized to develop the non-dimensional terms. First, each 

term is expressed by their basic quantities of length, time, and mass. Then the terms are 

characterized by three common factors: ship size, ship speed and the density of water. 

This is denoted in Table 2-4. 

Table 2-4: Matrix Method- Yaw Rate 

L 
T 
M 
L 
v 
p 

L 
1 
0 

0 
1 
0 

0 

v 
1 

-1 

0 
0 

1 
0 

p 

-3 
0 

1 
0 
0 
1 

w I w 
0 5 0 0 
1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

1 5 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

ll g 
-1 1 
-1 -2 
1 0 
1 -1 
1 2 
1 0 

By compounding, the non-dimensional yaw rate can be expressed as follows: 

( 2-52) 
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Equation 2-52 denoted that for geometrically similar models, if the non

dimensional terms inside the function have the same values, then the non-dimensional 

yaw rate will be the same regardless of the function fs. On the other hand, as in the 

previous dimensional analysis performed in the powering section, the above equation is a 

function of both the Froude Number and Reynolds Number. Following Froude scaling to 

achieve model scale test speed, the effects of viscosity, or lack of Reynolds Number 

identity, can be ignored. 

3.2 Linear Theory of Manoeuvring 

One mathematical model used to predict the handling characteristics of a vessel is 

linear theory. Although most math models are non-linear, linear models actually allow 

analytic analysis. Linear theory [6] is based on linear equations that describe the motion 

of the ship in a horizontal plane. With respect to arbitrary axes fixed to the earth, the 

basic equation of motions for a ship traveling along a path can be expressed as: 

Surge: 

Sway: 

Yaw: 

Where: 

Xo = AXoo 

( 2-53) 

N=l/tl 

Xo I Yo = Total forces in xo I Yo direction; 

Ll = Mass of the ship; 

xoo I Yoo = Position of the center of gravity of the ship ( CG) with respect 

to the origin of the fixed axis; 
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N = Total moment about the axis through the CG and parallel to 

the zo-axis; 

lz = Mass moment of inertia of the ship about the vertical axis 

through the CG; and 

If/ = Yaw angle of the ship or the heading of the ship (positive 

clockwise). 

Although Equations 2-53 is quite simple, it is customary to express the Equations 

of Motions in terms of the axes of the ship. The origin of the axes is located at the center 

of gravity of the ship with the x-axis positioned along the centerline of the ship (positive 

forward) and the y-axis being perpendicular to the x-axis (positive in the starboard 

direction). The z-axis is perpendicular to both y and x axes and is positive in the 

downward direction. The instantaneous linear velocity, V, shows the movement of the 

ship in the horizontal plane and is taken along the tangent path of the ship. Therefore, u 

is the x-axis velocity component of V, while vis they-axis component. These variables 

can be seen in Figure 2-4, where If/ is the heading of the ship and p is the drift angle of 

the ship. The drift angle is the angle between the x-axis and the tangent path of the CG. 

POSITION Of' C..G. Of' 11411' AT TIME t 0 

Figure 2-4: Axes used by the Equations of Motion [6] 
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In order to convert the Equations in 2-52 from the axes fixed to the earth to that of 

the ship, the following conversions need to take place: 

X= X 0 COS If/+ Y0 sinlj/ 

Y = Y0 cos If/ - X 0 sin If/ 

i 00 = u cos If/ - v sin If/ 

y00 = u sin If/ + v cos If/ 

x00 = u cos If/ - v sin If/ - ( u sin If/ + v cos If/ )1/1 
ji 00 = u sin If/ + v cos If/ + ( u cos If/ - v sin If/ )1/1 

The Equations of Motion can now be expressed as follows: 

X= ~(u- vif/) 

Y = ~(v + uif/) 

N = lz'i/ 

( 2-54) 

( 2-55) 

To completely understand Equations 2-55, X, Y, and N need to be expressed in 

terms of the forces and moments of the ship that are caused by disturbances. Using the 

linear portion of the Taylor expansion, which is valid for small perturbations from 

equilibrium, the Y force, for example, can be expressed as: 

( 2-56) 

The subscript 1 refers to the initial equilibrium conditions. 

The assumption of linearity is that the Taylor series becomes more accurate as o; 

ou for example, becomes smaller in magnitude. So the higher order terms of the Taylor 

series as well as the product of two or more o's can be neglected. This is consistent with 

the physical reality of the motion stability, as it is characterized on the basis of whether a 

very small disturbance from an initial condition is going to increase or decay with time. 
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Equation 2-56 can be simplified due to the initial equilibrium condition and the 

symmetry of the ship about the xz-plane. The initial equilibrium condition in 

investigating ship stability is usually taken as a straight-line motion at constant speed. 

With this condition set, there should be no Y-force component acting on the ship 

( FY = 0 ), all accelerations and the angular velocity are zero ( u1 = l\ = if/1 = lj/1 = 0 ), and 

v1 is also zero. Only u1 is not zero but it is equal to the resultant velocity, V. Due to 

symmetry, a change in forward velocity or forward acceleration will produce no 

transverse force. As a result, Equation 2-56 can be reduced to: 

Y ay aY . aY . aY .. 
=-v+-v+-lj/+-lj/ av ov a ift a ljJ 

Similar reductions can be made to the Taylor series' for X and N. 

ax. ax 
X=-u+-(u-u) au au 1 

N aN aN. aN. aN .. 
=-v+-v+-lj/+-lf/ av ov a ift a ljJ 

( 2-57) 

( 2-58) 

Substituting Equations 2-57 & 2-58 into Equations 2-55, and using simplified 

derivative notation ( aY / 8v = Y,) the Equations of Motion can be expressed as follows: 

- Xu(u -uJ+(.L\ -X,Jii = 0 

-Y,v+(A-Yv)v-(Y,. -.L\u1)r-Y,j· = 0 ( 2-59) 

-Nvv-N,v-Nrr+(lz -N,)f = 0 

In the above equation, r = ift and f = ljJ since the motions of the ship are restricted to the 

horizontal plane. For a more convenient expression that is used in modeling, the surge 

equation (X) in Equation 2-59 is neglected while the remaining terms are non-
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dimensionalized, eg. v' = i{ . Furthermore, for usual ship configurations, 

Y; ~ 0 and N~ ~ 0. This can be seen in Equation 2-61. 

The effects of rudder deflection on controlling the path of the ship must also be 

considered. The linearized y-component of the rudder angle is Y8 8 R and the linearized 

moment component is N 8 8 R. They are expressed on the right-hand side in Equation 2-60. 

They represent the controlling forces and moments acting on the ship (see Figure 2-5). 

The only difference between Equations 2-59 and 2-60 is the absence of u1 since u1 /V ~ 1 

for small disturbances. 

- Y'v'+(~'-Y.')v'-(Y'- ~')r'= Y'o' v v r o R 
( 2-60) 

Y.yv 

\ 
N.,v 

Figure 2-5: Rudder Induced Forces and Moments 
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3.3 Nomoto Coefficients 

In order to get a measure of the ship's course stability and turning ability, Nomoto 

[7] developed an analysis of K and T indices that can be utilized to measure a ship's 

manoeuvrability. The non-dimensional K' index represents the ratio of the turning 

moment coefficient over the yaw damping coefficient, while T' index represents the ratio 

of yaw inertia coefficient over the yaw damping coefficient. In order to get the indices, a 

few simplifications are made. Since the force equation and the moment equation in 2-60 

are coupled only through the terms N~ v andY; r, which are typically small, they can be 

neglected. Also, the sway velocity can be eliminated since the turning primarily depends 

on the yaw rate. Therefore, the yaw equation in 2-60 can be rewritten as follows: 

T'f + r'= K'8R 

Where: 

T'= (I~- N~)/ N~ 

K'=N~jN~ 

( 2-61) 

( 2-62) 

From the above equations, the solution for r, in terms of T and K for a constant 8 is given 

by: 

( 2-63) 

The proposed steering indices, or Nomoto coefficients, K and T together 

constitute a measure of manoeuvrability where K represents the turning ability and T 

represents the stability on course and quick response in steering. The importance of the 
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coefficients can be seen when the rudder angle Oo is put over suddenly. The turning 

angular rate of a ship increases gradually and terminally approaches Ko0 . 

By analyzing Equation 2-63, it is noted that the larger the K value, th~ greater the 

turning angular rate and the smaller steady turning circle. As well, the smaller the T 

value, the quicker the build up of the ship's angular motion. In this way, the designer can 

use the Nomoto coefficients to analyze model and full scale manoeuvring trials to 

characterize the vessel's manoeuvrability. 

Three different manoeuvring trials normally performed are: pullout manoeuvre, 

turning circle manoeuvre, and the zigzag manoeuvre. The pullout manoeuvre is used to 

quantify the straight course stability while the other two manoeuvres judge the course 

changing qualities of the vessel. 

3.4 Straight Course Stability 

Straight course stability of a ship relates to the ships behaviour after a small 

disturbance by an external force, like a rudder movement, that swerves the ship from a 

straight running course. After the disturbance is removed, the ship should settle into a 

straight running path along a new direction different from the original path. If this 

occurs, the ship is considered stable. If not and the heading rate does not decay to zero 

after the disturbance is removed, then the ship is classified as unstable. These examples 

can be seen in Figure 2-6. 
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STABLE SHIP 

\J!IISTABLE SHIP 

Figure 2-6: Pull-Out Test 

The degree of stability can be expressed by the rapidity of the decay of the 

heading rate after the removal of the disturbance. This can be quantified using the 

Nomoto coefficients. If B0 is the heading rate caused by the disturbance, then Nomoto 

equation of motion is solved as: 

( 2-64) 

As noted in the above equation, the smaller the T value, the quicker the decay of the 

heading rate and the more stable the ship is on course. 

3.4.1 Stability Indices 

The standard solution for the homogenous form of Equations 2-60 to solve the 

problem of course stability is given as: 
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-5) 

Where G1. G2, H1. and H2 are constants of integration and 0'1 and 0'2 are the stability 

indices. If both values are negative, then v' and r' will approach zero with increasing 

time. From a practical stand point, 0'1 is taken as larger of the roots. This can be seen 

with substitution of the solutions in Equation 2-65 into Equations 2-60. The result is in 

the form of a quadratic equation of cr. 

( 2-66) 

Where: 

A= (I~- N;)(~'-Y;) 

B = -(f -N:)Y' -(~'-Y')N' z r v v r ( 2-67) 

The roots of Equation (2-64) need to be both negative for stability. Upon 

inspection of A and B, it is found that they are always large positive quantities. The 

term, (~'-Y), which is found in both A and B, is almost equal to +2~ because for ship 

shaped bodies with large length over breadth ratios, the magnitude of fv is approximately 

-~. Similarly, the magnitude of N; is almost as large as- Iz. Therefore, A is always a 

large positive quantity. Investigation into J: and Nr is needed in order to quantify B. In 

Figure 2-7, it is shown that due to the negative angle of attack produced by a positive v, a 

negative force is experienced at the bow and the stem. The opposite can be said for a 

negative v. Therefore, Yv is always negative. 
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Figure 2-7: Investigation into Yv [6] 

To determine Nr, investigation similar to the one done for r;, is carried out. It can 

be shown that Nr will always be negative for any r, since the moment that acts on the 

ship is the opposite sign to r that is applied to the ship, as seen in Figure 2-8. Therefore, 

with r;, and Nr being negative quantities, B in the above quadratic equation will be a 

large positive quantity. 

-(N,r)SU:RN 

(N,r) SOW -
l~Y,rls!:~ 

\!; •rdaL-_..,....'t-__ 

Figure 2-8: Investigation into N, [6] 

With Band A always being positive, the condition for stability reduces to C > 0. 

C is considered the discriminant of dynamic stability and the condition for stability is 

simply: 

Y~N~ - (Y; -ll')N~ > 0 ( 2-68) 
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The above solution can be viewed as a relationship between sway and yaw with 

the lever ann of forces. It will signify if the ship is stable, but it will not give a 

quantitative measure. Further investigation into the development of the roots is needed. 

3.5 Turning Circle Manoeuvre 

The turning circle manoeuvre looks at the ship's manoeuvrability from the ship's 

performance in a steady turning circle with the rudder kept at a constant angle. The items 

of interest from the breakdown of the results are: (a) the advance of the ship from the 

point where the rudder angle was activated to the point in which the change of heading 

has reached 90 degrees; (b) the transfer of the ship in the lateral direction at the point 

where the advance is taken; (c) the tactical diameter, which measures the lateral distance 

to the point where the heading has changed by 180 degrees; and (d) the steady turning 

diameter of the vessel. This manoeuvre is a very important test since this is a type of 

manoeuvre ships frequently execute. A typical turning circle can be seen in Figure 2-9. 
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ST4RT Of' RUDOEO O£F~£C110N 

Figure 2-9: Typical Turning Circle Manoeuvre 

It should be emphasized that manoeuvrability is expressed by the smallness of the 

steady turning circle (greatness of K) and the quick response of the steering (smallness of 

T). Using Nomoto coefficients, the radius and the advance can be evaluated, where Vis 

the ship speed. 

Radius=_I_ 
K80 

v 
Advance= VT + --

K80 

3.6 Zigzag Manoeuvre 

( 2-69) 

( 2-70) 

While the turning circle simply looks at the ships performance with a single 

rudder movement, the zigzag manoeuvre, developed by Nomoto, looks at the actual 

process of manoeuvring by a succession of transient phases of turning manoeuvres with 
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rudder angle put to starboard and port. The results of the manoeuvre that needs to be 

analyzed to illustrate the controllability of the ship are: (a) the time to reach the second 

executed yaw angle; (b) the overshoot yaw angle; and (c) the overshoot width of path. 

Part (a) is a direct measure of the ability of the ship to rapidly change course while parts 

(b) and (c) are measures of the counter manoeuvrability of the ship. These results are 

speed dependant since an increase in speed will decrease (a) and increase (b) and (c). A 

typical zigzag manoeuvre can be seen in Figure 2-10. 
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Figure 2-10: Typical Zigzag Manoeuvre [6] 

By analyzing the manoeuvre [7], the Nomoto coefficients for the test run can be 

determined. The reliability of these coefficients are examined by inputting the calculated 

values back into Nomoto's equation of motion (Equation 2-61) and plotting the resulting 

heading against the observed heading. If the calculated heading simulates the observed 
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heading quite closely, then the K and T values are considered those for that particular 

vessel. As noted previously, the greater the K value and the smaller the T value, the 

greater the ships manoeuvrability. An example of a heading comparison is seen in Figure 

2-11. 

8 + $ 
(positive to storb.) 

Figure 2-11: Typical Zigzag Comparison Plot 

4. 0 Seakeeping 

Seakeeping trials are one of the important experimental components to be carried out 

in the design stage. Seakeeping experiments establish the seaworthiness characteristics 

of a ship. This is accomplished by assessing the relationship between the ship motions 

and the related weather environment acting upon it. Yet, a full-scale ship needs to be 

built in order to perform this test at the design stage. To overcome this obstacle, 

designers perform seakeeping experiments on a model of the ship. Although one cannot 

completely model the chaotic nature of the ocean, by performing the tests in a controlled 

artificial environment in a laboratory, one is able to achieve a good estimate on the ships 

motions with a high level of accuracy. 
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The following subsections will establish proper model scale testing procedures 

and accurate techniques to correlate the responses experienced by the model to full scale 

ship responses. 

4.1 Dimensional Analysis 

To extrapolate the model test results to that of a full size ship, one must be able to 

correlate the data of the two identities. Correlation is simply performed by expressing the 

responses in such a way that the equation will be the same for both the model and the 

ship. To achieve this, dimensional analysis is employed. 

4.1.1 Heave Response 

The first step in dimensional analysis is to correctly identify all the parameters that 

affect a particular response. Heave displacement is a function of the water and the ship's 

characteristics, which can be written as: 

z = .f9{l;o, ro, V, 8, L, [xa], p, J..l, g} ( 2-71) 

Where: so = Wave amplitude; {1) = Wave frequency; 

v = Ship speed; 0 = Ship heading; 

L = Ship size (length); g Acceleration due to gravity; 

p = Density of water; f.l = Dynamic viscosity of water; and 

[xB] = Sufficient number of coordinates to define the shape ofthe hull. 

Given that the test involves a ship and a geometrically similar model, [ xa] can be 

removed as it will be the same for both objects. 
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The second step in dimensional analysis is to use the matrix method to relate the 

above function in non-dimensional form so it will be the same for both the model and the 

ship. The common factors used in this analysis are: L, V, and p. 

L 
T 
M 
L 
v 
p 

L 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

Table 2-5: Matrix Method - Heave Response 

v p z t:,o 0) Jl 
1 -3 1 1 0 -1 
-1 0 0 0 -1 -1 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 -1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 0 1 

g e 
1 0 
-2 0 
0 0 
-1 0 
2 0 
0 0 

The various non-dimensional n terms formulated from the above matrix are: 

z ( mL p, gL 
'"" - .,. - 0 .,.,. - .,.,. - .,.,. - .,.,. -(} ,.1 --,,.2 --,,.3 --,,.4 ---,,.5--2 ,,.6-

L L V p~ V 
( 2-72) 

By compounding, the non-dimensional heave amplitude can be expressed as: 

( 2-73) 

Equation 2-73 states that the non-dimensional heave amplitude will be the same for 

both the model and the ship, provided that the terms inside the function have the same 

numerical values. Therefore, it is irrelevant what the relationship the function fio has 

with its terms since it will be the same for both the model and the ship. 

Although Equation 2-73 is fundamentally sound when it comes to dimensional 

analysis, this is not the final form it takes when correctly performing experiments on 

model tests. The third term inside the function is commonly recognized as the Reynolds 

Number while the fourth term is commonly known as the Froude Number. As in the case 
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in the powering analysis, achieving the proper model scale speed that would satisfy both 

the Reynolds Number and the Froude Number is impossible. 

However, to the benefit of the designer, viscous forces do not play a significant 

role in seakeeping dynamics, except in roll motions. For that reason, it is not necessary 

to match the model and ship Reynolds Numbers. 

Also, it is found that the non-dimensional heave amplitude is often independent of 

the non-dimensional wave amplitude and can be neglected in the formula. Thus, the non

dimensional heave response can be reduced to: 

( 2-74) 

The main problem with Reynolds Number is not the frictional drag as discussed 

above, but drag due to separation which may occur at different roll amplitudes, 

frequencies, and different positions on the hull. 

4.1.2 Roll Response 

The mass distribution properties of the vessel play a significant role in the way the 

ship behaves in waves, especially in roll and pitch. As a result, a separate dimensional 

analysis is needed that includes the mass properties in the function. The mass properties 

of the ship are represented by the mass moment of inertia of the ship, I, and the vertical 

centre of gravity, VCG. 

( 2-75) 
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Similar to the heave response, the matrix method is employed with the same 

common factors: L, V, & p. 

Table 2-6: Matrix Method -Roll Response 

L 
T 
M 
L 
v 
p 

L 

1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

v p 
1 -3 
-1 0 

0 1 
0 0 
1 0 

0 1 

~X ~0 (!) e I VCG J.! 

0 1 0 0 5 1 -1 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 -1 0 5 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

g 

1 
-2 

0 
-1 
2 
0 

Through compounding, the following function is created to define the non-

dimensional roll displacement: 

( 2-76) 

where k is the wave number that equates to 21f divided by the wave length. 

Although during the matrix method, the roll displacement was not equated to any 

of the common factors; it is dependent on the amplitude of the wave slope, kt; 0 [ 6]. 

Equation 2-76 states that the non-dimensional roll displacement will be the same for both 

the model and the ship, provided that the terms inside the function have the same 

numerical values. Therefore, it is irrelevant what the relationship the function fi 3 has 

with its terms since it will be the same for both the model and the ship. 

Although the Reynolds Number is an important parameter to consider in terms of 

fluid separation during a roll, it is assumed that it has little overall effect on the results in 

order for the model scaling to be based upon Froude scaling. So if there are any 
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differences between model scale and full scale roll measurements, the difference could be 

due to the lack ofReynolds Number scaling and the fluid separation issue. 

4.1.3 Presentation of Results 

Perhaps the most efficient way to present the results from Equation 2-7 4 is in a 

series of plots. Each plot will hold B constant and have the non-dimensional heave 

response on the y-axis with the non-dimensional wave frequency on the x -axis. Each line 

on the graph will represent a Froude number. The set of diagrams will consist of the data 

By representing the data in this fashion, one is able to predict the heave response due to a 

change in one of the wave parameters (wave amplitude or frequency) or a change in the 

ship's speed or heading. 

z 

to 

f): Constant 
....... 

Figure 2-12: Seakeeping Model Results 
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4.1.4 Application to Other Seakeeping Responses 

This method can be applied to all of the ships motions (linear and angular 

displacements, velocities, and accelerations) [8]. Since all the response amplitudes are 

generally proportional to wave amplitude, they will all develop the same general 

functions with minor differences in the non-dimensional response term. For all the 

motions, they are created with the wave amplitude in the denominator with additional 

quantities added to make it non-dimensional. The general forms are seen below: 

Linear displacements: 
X y Z 
---
So' So' So 

( 2-77) 

Angular displacements: ( 2-78) 

Linear velocity amplitudes: 
x y z 

--,--,--
tiTS o tiTS o tiTS o 

( 2-79) 

Linear Acceleration amplitudes: 
xL yL zL 
------
gso 'gso 'gso 

( 2-80) 

where: xI y I z = Surge I Sway I Heave displacement; and 

rA I ¢y I ifJz = Roll I Pitch I Yaw displacement. 

4.2 Motions in Irregular Seaway 

During full scale seakeeping trials, the ship will be traveling in a sea state that will 

have an irregular wave pattern. An irregular wave spectrum is the designer's terminology 

for naturally occurring ocean waves. An individual wave is formed by wind continuing 

to blow for a long enough time and over sufficient length of water for ripples to grow in 
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length and height. As these waves progress, the wind energy generates new ripples and 

waves. Consequently, the sea state is made up of combinations of 'regular' waves. A 

regular wave is a single wind generated wave that can be classified by a sinusoidal 

function and behaves the same way as in ideal conditions, uncontaminated by waves of 

different wave lengths. 

The full scale irregular time history of the sea state can be quantified in terms of a 

wave amplitude energy density spectrum, or simply 'wave spectrum' [8]. 

(.)a (J)b 

Wave frequency w (radians':~econdj 

Figure 2-13: Wave Spectrum 

The energy per square metre of sea surface of the nth wave component is 

pgt; ~0 I 2 . The wave spectrum is defined so that the area bound by a frequency range ( roa 

to rob) is proportional to the total energy of the wave components with that range of 

frequencies. Therefore, the spectrum can be defined as: 

S (m )= S~o 
' n 28m 

( 2-81) 
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The simplest wave spectrum can be classified by two parameters: the significant 

wave height, H ~ and the modal period, T 0 . The significant wave height is the mean 

value of the highest 1/3 of all the wave heights in the time series, while the modal period 

corresponds to the frequency ofthe peak of the wave spectrum. 

H =4 r;;;-~ ....;mo g ( 2-82) 

Rf 8= 

4 

( 2-83) 

( 2-84) 

E is the bandwidth correction parameter of the spectrum, where E = 0 for a narrow 

bandwidth and E = 1 for a wide bandwidth spectrum. The differences of the two spectra 

can be seen in Figure 2-14. mo is variance of the irregular wave time history that is equal 

to the area under the wave spectrum, while m2 (second moment of area under the wave 

spectrum) and m4 (fourth moment) is the variance for the velocity and the acceleration, 

respectively. 

Frequency w(radlse.c) 

Figure 2-14: Narrow and Wide Band Spectra 
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This wave spectrum is generated at a fixed point, most likely from a wave buoy. 

The wave spectrum needs to be transformed from this reference point to a moving ship. 

For example, the frequency the waves encounter increases for a ship travelling in head 

seas compared to the fixed location and decreases for a ship travelling in following seas. 

Transforming the spectrum to the moving reference frame does not change the energy of 

the spectrum. Hence, the areas under the two spectra are identical. This can be seen in 

Figure 2-15 where: 

( 2-85) 

Wave energy spectrum 

Equal 

Encounrer spectrum 

Figure 2-15: Transforming the Wave Spectrum into the Encounter Spectrum 

Once the encounter frequency is determined, the designer can create the linear 

motion spectrum. This is done by filtering the wave spectrum with the appropriate 

transfer function, response amplitude operator (RAO). The RAO is the square of the 

non-dimensional linear displacement. For example: 
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Heave motion: S, (m.) S,. (m, ( ;J ( 2-86) 

Variance ofheave motion: m0z = f Sz(mJdme ( 2-87) 

RMS heave motion: a oz = ;;;;:: ( 2-88) 

Where the RMS of the heave velocities and accelerations are: 

( 2-89) 

The same calculations can be done for the linear surge and sway displacements. 

For the angular motions, the wave amplitude energy density spectrum requires 

alteration to become the wave slope energy density spectrum [8]. 

( 2-90) 

To obtain the angular motions, a slightly different procedure is required where the 

angular motion spectrum is only a pseudo spectrum. It does not deal with the 

encountered frequency; therefore, it does not have any significant physical importance. 

Nevertheless, the variance and RMS value of the motion can still be obtained because the 

area under the pseudo spectrum is the same as if under the 'true' spectrum in the 

encountered frequency domain. An example of the roll: 

Pseudo spectrum: ( 2-91) 

Variance: ( 2-92) 
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RMS: a OIP, = ~ mo¢, ( 2-93) 

4.3 Ship I Model Correlation 

The dimensional analysis conceived earlier is ideal if the vessel is dealing with 

regular waves. In testing of irregular waves, the designer must deal in statistical rather 

than deterministic quantities, denoted using heave motion as an example. The RMS 

heave motion is a function of the water, the characteristics of the ship, as well as the 

given wave spectrum. 

( 2-94) 

Performing the same approach as before and dealing with Froude scaling, the 

non-dimensional RMS heave motion for a geometrically similar model can be expressed 

as follows: 

CYoz r {H X T fg V o} 
H X = Jts L' oVL' .[ii' ( 2-95) 

The non-dimensional RMS heave motion will be the same for the model and the 

ship as along as they are geometrically similar, provided that the non-dimensional terms 

inside the function have the same numerical values. In terms of the two parameter wave 

spectrum produced by a time history series, as long as the significant wave height and 

modal period abide by the appropriate scaling laws, then the relationship holds true. 

The above analysis can also be performed for all linear and angular 

displacements. This assumes that responses to irregular seas are linear. Since large roll 

motions are not linear, the above analysis only holds true for moderate motions. 
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Chapter 3 Phase 1: Full Scale Experiments 

1. 0 Introduction 

This chapter describes the powering, manoeuvring, and seakeeping trials carried 

out on the 40 m long MIV Louis M. Lauzier off St. John's, NL and in Conception Bay, 

NL between July and November 2001. These sea trials were considered Phase I of the 

ship I model correlation study being carried out through the partnership of MUN and 

IMD. The following sections describe the trials instrumentation, the sea trials that were 

performed, and the online and offline analysis performed for each manoeuvre. The 

online analysis was carried out in the Biology Wet Lab onboard the 'Lauzier' at the end 

of each sea trial to verify the integrity of the collected data, while the offline analysis was 

performed on the data at IMD after the sea trials were complete. 

2.0 Instrumentation 

Before the sea trials commenced, the vessel was instrumented while it was 

stationed in the St. John's harbour in order to measure the parameters needed to analyze 

each sea trial. 

2.1 Propeller Shaft Torque/Thrust 

Although most parameters were simple to measure, the shaft thrust and torque had 

to be predicted in order to accurately install proper instrumentation for measurement of 
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these parameters. NavCAD™ software was used to provide an estimate of the torque and 

thrust range for calibration. 

2.1.1 NavCAD™ Estimate of Shaft Torque/Thrust Range 

When a vessel is propelled through the water, the propeller exerts both a torsion 

(twist) and thrust (longitudinal) strain on its propeller shaft. Thrust and torque were 

measured using strain gages bonded to the propeller shafts using the general procedure 

outlined by IMD [9]. From the torque and shaft RPM data, one can deduce the amount of 

shaft power needed to propel the vessel through the water. NavCAD™ version 3.61 

developed by HydroComp, Inc was used to generate a speed/power prediction to estimate 

the values of thrust and torque that the 'Lauzier' would experience through a range of 

speeds. In order to predict the necessary thrust and torque levels for the 'Lauzier', a hull 

resistance calculation is first required to estimate the effective power before carrying out 

the shaft power prediction step of the analysis procedure. 

To calculate the hull resistance, one must enter the appropriate hull and 

appendage data into the NavCAD™ program. Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 describe the input 

hull and appendage information, respectively, that was required for the software. 

1 NavCAD is a trademark ofHydroComp, Inc. of Durham, NH, USA. 
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Table 3-1: NavCAD™ Hull Data 

Hull Data 
Primary 

Description Value Comment 
Length between perpendiculars (PP): 33.990 m See Note 1 
Length on WL 36.730 m See Note 3 
Maximum beam on WL: 7.700 m See Note 3 
Draft at mid WL: 2.590 m See Note 1 
Displacement bare: 265.2 t See Note 1 
Maximum area coefficient (Cx): 0.600 See Note 3 
Waterplane coefficient: 0.830 See Note3 

Wetted surface area: 284.5 m2 See Note4 

Secondary 
Description Value Comment 

Trim by stem: 0.58 m See Note 1 
Longitudinal Centre of Buoyancy (LCB) aft of FP: 18.98 m See Note 1 
Bulb extented forward of FP: 1.83 m See Note 3 

Bulb area at FP: 7.3 m2 See Note 3 
Bulb centre abow Baseline (FP): 1.52 m See Note 3 

Transom Area: 5.53 m2 See Note 3 
Half entrance angle: 20 Deg Estimated 

Notes: 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Taken from the Trim and Stability Booklet. 
Values from Trim and Stability Booklet based on 80% Consumables. 
Measured from the 'Docking Plan' Drawing. 
Estimated using Na\CadTM (Holtrop method). 

Table 3-2: NavCAD™ Appendage Data 

Appendages Data 
(Total wetted surface) 

Description Value 

Rudders: 

Shaft brackets: 

Skeg: 

Exposed shafts: 

Dome: 

Bilge keel 
Bow thruster diameter: 

Notes: 

4.390 m2 

2.580 m2 

41.000 m2 

1.150 m2 

4.830 m2 

11.960 m2 

0.570 m 

Drag Coeff. 

3.000 

4.000 

1.750 

2.000 

2.700 

1.400 
0.005 

1 Wetted surface areas estimated from 'Proposed Hull 
Modifications' drawing. 

2 Drag coefficients were all estimated using NavCadTM 
3 Bow thruster measured from the 'Docking Plan' drawing. 
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The Holtrop 1984 prediction method [10] was used to calculate the resistance for 

the bare hull as well as to estimate the values for the correlation allowance and the 3-D 

corrected form factor. This method was employed because it had the best ranking 

according to NavCAD™ 'Method Expert's' ranking of prediction methods. However, it 

is noted in the program that Holtrop 1984 tends to under predict its results. This was 

taken into consideration in the final design of the instrumentation installed in measuring 

the shaft strains. In addition, it should be noted that Holtrop 1988 prediction method was 

employed to predict the hull resistance with attached appendages. 

The appropriate propeller information was input to derive the delivered power. 

Since there was little data available from the current ship operators or the Canadian Coast 

Guard ( CCG) on the type of propeller fitted on the 'Lauzier', the propeller attributes were 

estimated by visually examining various photographs taken while the vessel was on dry 

dock. Even though the propeller was not a standard B-series prop, two B4.65 series 

props ( 4 blades with an expanded area ratio, EAR, of 0.65) were used as a best case 

scenario in the prediction with a pitch I diameter ratio (P/D) of 0.5625. The P/D value 

was varied until the analysis produced a shaft RPM closest to that experienced on the 

'Lauzier' at full speed (~415 RPM@ 11.5 knots). In order to run the analysis, Holtrop 

1984 prediction method was used to incorporate the wake fraction, thrust deduction and 

relative rotative efficiency into the power prediction calculation. Table 3-3 displays the 

predicted power that the 'Lauzier' should experience per shaft while in operation. The 

summary of the NavCAD™ shaft power prediction output is also provided in the IMD 
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report describing the full scale sea trials on the 'Lauzier' [12]. This prediction is not 

corrected for hull roughness or hull fouling effects. 

Table 3-3: NavCAD™ Power Prediction Summary 

Power Prediction Summary 
Vel Fn Rtotal PEtotal PropRPM Thrust Torque PO/ prop 
kts N kW RPM N kNm kW 

3.00 0.081 3841 5.9 122.2 2014.95 0.47 6 
5.00 0.136 9025 23.2 196.8 4735.28 1.02 21 
6.00 0.163 12145 37.5 233.1 6372.82 1.39 34 
7.00 0.190 15624 56.3 269.1 8198.12 1.81 51 
8.00 0.217 19493 80.2 305.0 10228.4 2.29 73 
9.00 0.244 23801 110.2 340.9 12489.3 2.80 100 

10.00 0.271 28698 147.6 377.3 15058.7 3.39 134 
11.00 0.298 34112 193.0 413.7 17899.6 4.02 174 
12.00 0.325 39770 245.5 449.7 20869.1 4.69 221 
13.00 0.352 46241 309.3 486.4 24264.7 5.46 278 

Based on the estimate of thrust generated, a prediction of the thrust strain on the 

shaft was made by IMD electronics staff. With a predicted maximum thrust loading of 

only 2.5 f.LStrain, it was not deemed feasible to measure the thrust load on the 'Lauzier' 

using a shaft mounted strain gage based system as the thrust strain level was beyond the 

capability of even the most sensitive strain gauges to measure accurately. 

2.1.2 Description of Shaft Torque Instrumentation Installation 

To measure shaft torque, strain gauges were bonded to the shaft and a shaft 

mounted Acurex WDC Model 1216C strain transmitter module used to condition and 

transmit the strain signal. A rotor/stator antenna assembly mounted close to the strain 

gauge installation was required to transmit power to the strain transmitter using a 160 

kHz power carrier and to transmit the FM strain signal using a 10 MHz carrier. The 

module provided a 6-Volt DC excitation signal to the strain gage bridge, thus providing 
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self-contained excitation, signal conditioning and signal transmission. The strain 

transmitter module was fitted in a recessed pocket in a two-piece wooden collar that 

included a rotary antenna. An Acurex model 1206D demodulation and display unit was 

used in conjunction with a stationary antenna loop and model 1211a induction power 

supply to provide the 160 kHz power carrier and receive the FM Modulated signal from 

the rotating shaft electronics. The demodulation and display unit took the FM Modulated 

signal and converted it to a voltage linearly proportional to gauge strain. This output 

voltage was then fed through an IMD signal conditioner to the data acquisition system. A 

schematic diagram ofthe torque measurement system is provided in Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1: Schematic of Torque Instrumentation 

A detailed description of the installation/calibration of the shaft torque 

measurement system is provided in an IMD work instruction manual [ 11]. The torque 
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signal is calibrated by placing a shunt resister across the Y4 of the bridge simulating a 

shaft torsion load. 

2.2 Other Measured Parameters 

For a full list of the parameters required, refer to Table 3-4. The instrumentation, 

signal cabling, and data acquisition system used along with the calibration method 

employed for each parameter is described in the IMD report of the full scale sea trials 

[12]. The data acquisition system was set up on the countertop located in the Biology 

Wet Lab on the starboard side of the Wheelhouse Deck of the 'Lauzier', as seen in Figure 

3-2. 

Table 3-4: Full Scale Instrumentation Plan 

List of Instrumentation 
Critical for. 

Signal Device Units calibrated Range Man. Trial Skp Trial Prop. Trial 

FOIWclrd Speed DGPS m/s 0-6 X X 
Heading Angle DGPS deg. 1RUE 0-360 X X 
Planar Position DGPS Lat., Long. - X X 
Heading Angle Ship's Speny Gyro degree(s) 0-360 X X 

Roll Angle electro-mechanical gyro degree(s) +/-35 X X 
Pitch Angle electro-mechanical gyro degree(s) +/-12 X X 
Yaw Rate electro-mechanical gyro degree(s }'second +/- 5 X 

Roll Rate Stable Platfonn degree(s }'second +/- 20 X 
Pitch Rate Stable Platfonn degree(s }'second +/-20 X 
Yaw Rate Stable Platfonn degree(s}'second +/- 5 X 

HeawAccel. linear accelerometer m/s"2 +/- 20 X 
Surge Accel. linear accelerometer m/s"2 +/- 20 X 
Sway Accel. linear accelerometer m/s"2 +/- 20 X 

Rudder Angle yo-yo potentiometer degree(s) 0-35 X X 

Shalt rpm (P) tap off ship's remote indicator rpm 0-450 X X 
Shalt rpm (S) tap off ship's remote indicator rpm 0-450 X X 
Shalt Torque (P) strain gages kN-m 7 X 
Shalt Torque (S) strain gages kN-m 7 X 

NOTES: SarrpUng rate is 50 Hz (fitter 10 Hz) for an analog channels w ~h the exception of shaft torque which w HI be sarrpled 

ala rrin. of 800Hz. (fitter 200Hz) for the calm water propulsion trials 01\LY. 
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The typical powering run follows the guideline outlined by ITTC [ 13] and is 

described in the IMD technical report on the full scale sea trials [12]. For each test speed, 

three powering runs were executed along the same course path, achieved by 

implementing a Williamson Tum at the end of each run. A Williamson tum is typically 

carried out in an 'immediate action' situation as in recovering a man overboard. This is 

depicted in Figure 3-3. The purpose of the runs travelling over identical path lines was to 

mitigate any drift effects due to the wind and current when the runs were analyzed 

together. However, due to the calm testing conditions (wind < 5 knots) and the low 

m;nbient current (< 0.5 knots), there were generally little differences in the mean test 

values for each test run at a given vessel speed. 

FINiSH (B) START(A) 

l min 5min Reach steady state 

Figure 3-3: Path of Ship During a Typical Powering Manoeuvre 

3.1 Powering Online Analysis 

During testing, a torque and RPM versus Speed over Ground (SOG) plot was 

generated to check the integrity of the results. The trials director used this plot to verify 
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Figure 3-5: Determination of the Residual Torque 

As seen above, the torque on the port shaft was consistently ~8.5% higher than 

the torque measured on the starboard shaft. It was speculated that the torque difference is 

due to a disparity in the incident flow into the propeller. The most likely cause is due to 

the large sounder caisson mounted on the starboard side of the hull (Figure 1-3). Another 

indication of the difference in fluid flow was seen when the 'Lauzier' was put on dry 

dock in March 2002. At that time, flow induced pitting on the starboard propeller (Figure 

3-6) and underneath the hull in way of the starboard propeller was noticed while the port 

side had no such damage. During this time, the propeller blades were measured in order 

to develop geometrically similar propellers during model testing. Due to this hypothesis, 

a wake survey was planned during model testing to provide further insight into this issue. 
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purposes only. The average powering values and the shaft power calculations can be 

seen in Table 3-5. 

Table 3-5: Summary Table of Powering Data 

MN louis M.lauzier- Summa[ll Table- Powering Data 

August2001 IMD Proj. #: 01960 

Speed Speed Port Shaft Stbd. Shaft Average Shaft Port Torque Stbd. Torque Total Shaft Power 

~nols! !mls! RPM RPM RPM ~N-m! !kN-m! !kW! 
5.47 2.81 176.69 175.42 176.06 1.6327 1.4272 56.41 
6.73 3.46 216.98 218.61 217.80 2.2786 2.0947 99.75 
7.34 3.78 242.32 241.69 242.01 2.7566 2.5263 133.88 
8.56 4.40 281.57 282.64 282.11 3.6606 3.3729 207.78 
8.59 4.42 284.52 283.90 284.21 3.6979 3.3799 210.65 
9.23 4.75 308.81 309.14 308.98 4.4247 4.0638 274.65 
10.38 5.34 357.43 358.59 358.01 5.9751 5.5005 43023 
11.59 5.96 419.42 419.70 419.56 8.4300 7.6991 708.65 

Polynomials were fit to the above data in order to predict the delivered power at 

0.5 knot increments. The delivered power equalled the shaft power times 0.96. The 

reduction in power is to take into account the frictions caused by the stem tubes and A-

brackets. The polynomials can be seen in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 with the tabulated 

powering prediction in Table 3-6. The computed polynomials are below, where 'x' 

represents the ship speed: 

Average Port and Starboard Shaft RPM: 1.6826x2 + 10.445x + 70.523 

Port Shaft Torque (kN-m): 0.0184x3 - 0.3234x2 + 2.4477x- 5.0927 

Starboard Shaft Torque (kN-m): 0.0172x3 - 0.3131x2 + 2.4385x- 5.3692 

Total Shaft Power (kW): 2.8179x3 - 53.317x2 +374.58x- 859.87 
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Table 3-6: Delivered Power Prediction 

Summa!]£ of Powering Results- MN louis M.lauzier 

August2001 IMD Proj. #: 01960 

Total Shaft Total Delivered 
Speed Shaft Port Torque Stbd. Torque Power Power 
(knots) RPM (kN-m) (kN-m) (kW) (kW) 

5.0 164.81 1.36 1.15 32.34 31.05 
5.5 178.87 1.65 1.43 56.31 54.06 
6.0 193.77 1.93 1.71 76.86 73.79 
6.5 209.51 2.21 1.98 96.12 92.28 
7.0 226.09 2.51 2.26 116.20 111.55 
7.5 243.51 2.84 2.56 139.20 133.63 
8.0 261.77 3.21 2.91 167.25 160.56 
8.5 280.87 3.65 3.30 202.45 194.35 
9.0 300.82 4.15 3.76 246.92 237.05 
9.5 321.61 4.75 4.29 302.78 290.67 
10.0 343.23 5.44 4.91 372.13 357.24 
10.5 365.70 6.25 5.63 457.09 438.81 
11.0 389.01 7.19 6.46 559.78 537.39 
11.5 413.16 8.27 7.43 682.30 655.01 
12.0 438.16 9.51 8.53 826.77 793.70 

~ 
Computed using polynomial regression equations. 

Deli-.ered Power= Shaft Power* 0.96 to deduct frictions cause by the stern tube and A-Brackets 

4.0 Manoeuvring Sea Trials 

The manoeuvring sea trials took place over three separate days. On July 25111 

2001, manoeuvring runs commenced in Conception Bay, NL, East of Kelly's Island. 

Due to relatively high winds (30-40 knots), the test runs were moved into Holyrood Bay. 

When the wind conditions died down in the afternoon, the sea trials returned to East of 

Kelly's Island. The move into the more sheltered bay was deemed feasible since the final 

diameter produced when executing a turning circle manoeuvre was within two to three 

ship lengths, well within the constraints of the bay. In spite of this, the close proximity to 

the land meant that the vessel was also dealing with drift caused by the tide, on top of the 

drift created by the wind and current. Additional manoeuvring testing was carried out on 
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August 22nd I 23rd between the North coast of Conception Bay and Bell Island in more 

favourable environmental conditions. 

The manoeuvring trials consisted of three manoeuvres: turning circles, zigzags, 

and pullouts. The turning circles were executed at initial forward speed over the ground 

(SOG) values of6, 8, and 11.5 knots with rudder angles ofnominally 15°,25°, and full 

rudder. Zigzag manoeuvres were also run at initial forward speeds of 6, 8, and 11.5 knots 

with rudder execute angles of 10° and 20°. The pullout manoeuvres were executed at the 

end of every turning circle manoeuvre. These three manoeuvres were executed following 

guidelines outlined by ITTC [13], and are described in the IMD technical report on the 

full scale sea trials [12]. Although ITTC stated that for a turning circle only a change of 

540° in heading is required; for the sea trials, this was later increased to 720° in order to 

better analyze the drift component in the manoeuvre. Also, the zigzag manoeuvre was 

increased from 5 rudder executes to 7 executes for the same reason as well as to better 

derive the Nomoto coefficients. Typical manoeuvring plots are shown in Figure 2-6, 2-9, 

and 2-10. During the manoeuvring sea trials, crash stops and bow thruster manoeuvres 

were also performed. These manoeuvres are out of the scope of this project and will not 

be analyzed in this thesis. 

4.1 Manoeuvring Online Analysis 

After each manoeuvre was complete, plots were generated to check the integrity 

of the run. For a turning circle manoeuvre I pullout manoeuvre, a plot was generated to 

check the rudder angle as well as an X-Y planar position plot. If the graph showed the 

rudder not keeping its angle, then the run was noted to be repeated. The rudder was 
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controlled using hydraulic pumps and over a course of a turning circle manoeuvre, these 

pumps appeared to leak hydraulic pressure, creating a change in rudder angle. If the 

angle decreases by a few degrees, the hydraulic controllers recognized the drop in 

pressure and increased the pressure again in order to bring the rudder back to the desired 

angle. A plot of a typical turning manoeuvre with a decreasing rudder angle is seen in 

Figure 3-9. 

M/V Louis M. Lauzier: Turning Circle Manoeuvre 
11.5 knots -15 degrees Port 

w.-------------------------~R=oo~d~er~A~ng~le~--------------------------~ 

15 ---------------------------------- --------------- --------- -----

50 100 150 200 250 

Time (s) 

300 350 400 

Figure 3-9: Turning Circle Manoeuvre- Erratic Rudder Signal 

During the first two days of testing, two hydraulic pressure pumps were used to 

control the rudder angle. On the third day, only the port pump was active. This mitigated 

the rudder problem. A plot of a typical X-Y plot is seen in Figure 3-10. 
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M/V Louis M. Lauzier: Turning Circle Manoeuvre 
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Figure 3-10: Turning Circle Manoeuvre: Typical X-Y Plot 

After a zigzag manoeuvre, a plot of the rudder angle superimposed over the 

change in heading angle was generated. The plot was checked for integrity in the rudder 

signal as well as the response time for rudder turn over, i.e. once the change in heading 

angle reaches the rudder angle, then the helmsman reverses the rudder to the other side of 

amidships. An example of an online zigzag plot can be seen in Figure 3-11. 
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from a change of heading of 135° to 360°. Between these points, the vessel is considered 

to reach a steady state turning radius and ship speed after the initial phase of the turning 

circle caused by the disturbance of the rudder angle. For this reason, the influence of 

drift on the X and Y data is primarily caused by the wind, waves, and the current. This 

drift will be evident in the fitted sinusoidal function. Tables were then generated 

containing information on the trial and a graph showing the drift corrected turning circle 

with its key parameters highlighted. A typical turning circle graph can be seen in Figure 

3-12. The turning circle manoeuvre was performed at 8 knots with a 15° starboard rudder 

angle. 

··············!~udder ex~utedl···-~::r:.:::Advan~-~-13i~:::::.i::~·-···---------···---····· ..... 
: • I ' 

Approac~ Course 
.............................. 

g 
>-

. . . . 
0 ··················j·········----------···i----·····--· 

-150 -100 -50 50 100 
X[m] 

Figure 3-12: Typical Drift Corrected Turning Circle 

The 'Advance' is the distance by which the CG of the 'Lauzier' advances in the 

first quadrant of the turning circle manoeuvre. It was measured from the CG position at 

the start of the rudder deflection to the CG position when the heading angle of the 
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'Lauzier' has changed by 90°. The 'Transfer' is the lateral offset of the CG at the point 

where the advance is measured. The 'Tactical Diameter' is the distance travelled by the 

CG of the 'Lauzier' perpendicular to the approach path when the heading is changed by 

180°. The 'Final Diameter' is the diameter ofthe turning circle once it reaches its steady 

turning state. A summary of all turning circle manoeuvres with their manoeuvring 

parameters is provided in Table 3-7. The Igor Pro TM generated plots for a turning circles 

can be seen in the full scale IMD technical report [12]. 

Table 3-7: Summary Table of Turning Circle Data 

MN louis M. lauzier- Summary Table- Turning Circle Data 

July/August 2001 

Nominal Rudder Heel Forward 
NF Time Forward Rudder Tactical Final Yaw Rate Angle Angle Speed 

Ale Name Speed Angle Advance Transfer Diameter Diameter In Tum In Turn In Tum in Tum 

IMD Proj. tl 01960 

Comments 

In analyzing the zigzag manoeuvre, a drift correction was also performed on the 

yaw angle data, typically from the third rudder execute to the fifth execute. Tables were 

then generated containing information on the trial and a graph showing the drift corrected 

turning circle with its key parameters highlighted. Besides the normal zigzag parameters, 
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the zigzag manoeuvre was analyzed to produce the Nomoto coefficients [7] that 

characterize the manoeuvrability of the 'Lauzier'. In order to properly analyze the 

manoeuvre to achieve the Nomoto coefficients, there has to be at least four rudder 

executes. Using these Nomoto coefficients, a calculated heading angle was produced and 

plotted against the measured heading angle. If the two headings overlap, then it is 

considered a good Nomoto match. An important parameter influencing the match is the 

amount of rudder lag during the run. Rudder lag is the time from when the change in 

heading reaches the rudder angle to the time the helmsman changes the rudder angle. 

A typical zigzag graph with a good Nomoto match can be seen in Figure 3-13. 

The Igor Pro ™ generated plots featuring the key zigzag parameters and the Nomoto 

coefficients can be seen in IMD technical report of the full scale sea trials [12]. A 

summary of all zigzag manoeuvres with their manoeuvring parameters is provided in 

Table 3-8. 
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Figure 3-13: Typical Zigzag Manoeuvre with a Good Nomoto Match 
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Table 3-8: Summary Table of Zigzag Data 

MN Louis M. Lauzier ·Summary Table ·ZigZag Manoeuvring Data 

July/August 2001 IMOProj.#01960 

Nominal Run Headln Nomoto Coetndents Calculated Headlna 
Time to Time to 

FOIWard Reach Reach 
File Name NFTime Speed Zigzag Execute Reach Period DollaR K(mean) T(~:;n) Execute Reach Period Commenta 

lktal/{mfsl {sl {sl {sl deal 1/sl {sl {sl {sl 

Calculaled heading new match stbd 
2Z.FSB_10S10P _200107251717 17:17 8.2/4.22 10/10 14.84 33.22 67.31 -3.13 0.2199 12.275 NJA 30.80 NJA .-r argle due to lage wind acting on 

the port beam. 

Fz_FSB_10S10P _200107251727 17:27 8.5/4.37 10/10 5.84 25.80 58.91 .0.81 0.1437 2.854 7.72 29.14 54.76 A"""''" .-r lag of 5.5 s /3nl execute 
higher than the rest. 

22_FS8_10S10P _200107251741 17:41 7.9/4.06 10/10 12.09 33.20 82.70 .0.18 0.2128 10.185 14.73 32.08 81.50 
Olershool of measured heading continued 
to increase, therefore had to match. 

22_FS8_20S20P _200107251758 17:58 8.5/4.37 20/20 11.71 42.90 70.54 .0.78 0.2137 11.459 12.52 42.30 70.49 M""""""" started to port I Good Nomoto 
match. 

22~FS8_20S20P _200107251811 18:11 8.014.12 20120 6.31 32.94 70.93 .0.86 0.1474 3.108 10.29 34.78 86.35 Awrage .-r lag of 7.4 s. 

22_FS11P5_10S10P _200107251827 18:27 11.315.81 10110 9.25 25.38 46.45 .0.14 0.2574 5.967 10.20 25.20 46.39 6 executes 1 conelatlon slightly offset. 

22_FS11P5_10S10P_200107251838 18:38 11.415.86 10110 5.12 21.44 45.14 .0.52 0.1835 0.808 8.51 22.82 42.96 A"""98 .-r lag of 4.9 s I 3nl & 5th 
rudder executes were erratic. 

22_FS11P5_20S20P _200107251848 18:46 11.415.86 20120 6.87 28.16 53.95 .0.58 0.2071 3.274 9.36 27.74 52.38 A"""98 .-Jag of 3.4 s I Good 
Nomoto metch. 

Fz_FS11P5_20S20P _200107251856 18:58 11.515.92 20/20 9.12 29.80 53.91 .0.45 0.2438 5.921 10.07 29.84 52.22 A- rudder lag of 1.1 s I Good 
Nomoto mach. 

lzz_FS8_10S10P _200108221658 16:58 6.013.09 10110 14.86 59.25 109.54 .0.34 0.1603 14.416 18.90 56.88 105.66 Large rudder lag (7.6 s) at the beginning I 
Good Nomoto malch In lhe middle of the run 

22_FS6_10S10P _2_200108221709 17:09 8.013.09 10110 15.95 42.88 81.04 -1.06 0.1491 13.001 20.50 40.63 78.95 Good Nomoto· metch at the em of the run. 

22_FS6_10S10P _3_200108221726 17:26 6.0/3.09 10110 19.61 45.88 77.78 .0.21 0.1253 9.558 21.55 45.00 74.57 Drift in calculaled heading. 

ZZ.FS6_20S20P _200108221736 17:38 6.0/3.09 20/20 17.52 53.75 90.62 .0.60 0.1505 14.833 19.80 52.13 89.24 Good Nomoto malch et the end of the run. 

22_FS6_20S20P _2_200108221754 17:54 5.9/3.03 20120 14.38 49,25 92.62 .0.22 0.1659 16.450 18.85 49.13 90.86 A- rudder lag of 1.6 s. 

22_FS6_20S20P _200108231808 18:08 6.1/3.14 20/20 15.86 52.88 9371 .0.19 0.1726 16.549 19.23 50.00 92.23 5execulesl A"""98.-lagof1.7 s. 

!zz_FS8_10S10P _200108231204 12:04 8.2/4.22 10/10 12.88 32.00 58.81 .0.84 0.1792 7.758 13.62 32.50 55.97 
Stbd nxlder executes vere enatic I drift in 
cak:ulaled heading. 

ZZ_FS8_10S10P _2_200108231218 12:18 7.914.06 10110 10.42 31.12 58.64 .0.26 0.1937 9.311 11.68 32.88 55.62 Stbd rudder executes v-era enatic I drift in 
calcl.daled heading. 

ZZ_FS8_10S10P _200106231523 15:23 7.7 I 3.96 10110 13.95 34.25 82.56 -1.06 0.1743 7.561 17.99 31.50 60.54 lage ollset In calculated heading. 

22_FS8_10S10P _200108231536 15:36 8.414.32 10110 12.21 34.75 60.08 0.91 0.1734 7.657 13.26 35.13 57.83 
Stbd rudder executes ..wre enatic 1 Good 
Nomoto metch. 

22_FS8_20S20P _200108231458 14:58 8.1/4.17 20120 11.19 48.50 80.67 0,03 0.2162 11.781 12.37 48.63 79.73 
Lage rudder lag of5.1 sin 1st execute/ 
dr1ft In e-lated heading. 

22_FS8_20S20P _2_200108231512 15:12 8.0/4.12 20/20 12.50 39.00 70.20 .0.33 0.2013 10.437 14.60 37.88 69.13 Calculated headiro does not match on the 
port executes. 

zz.FS11P5_10S10P _200108231852 16:52 11.515.92 10110 9.01 25.75 45.41 0.07 0.2293 4.658 9.67 25,88 43,48 Drift in calculated heading. 

22_FS11P5_20S20P _200108231701 17:01 11.515.92 20120 9.22 30.88 53.14 .0.51 0.2538 6.134 10.05 30.75 52.39 Good Nomoto mach . 

The 'Time to Reach Execute' (TRE) is the time from initial rudder movement 

until the heading angle first reaches the selected rudder angle. The 'Reach' is the elapsed 

time from the initial rudder movement to the time the heading angle returns to the initial 

course after the first helm reversal. The 'Period' of a zigzag cycle is measured from the 

TRE until the corresponding point in the next positive half-cycle. Finally, the 'Overshoot 

Angle' is the difference between the maximum rudder angle and the maximum heading 

angle for a given rudder execute. 
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Although the pullout manoeuvre was performed at the termination of every 

turning circle, the manoeuvre was only analyzed at the end of the 15° turning circle runs. 

This is in accordance to the guidelines set out by ITTC [13]. Seeing that the analysis 

requires a port and starboard pullout manoeuvre, there were only three quality pullout 

manoeuvres analyzed: 4.5 knots, 6 knots, and 9.5 knots. A typical pullout plot can be 

seen in Figure 3-14. As seen in this graph, the 'Lauzier' was slightly unstable to the port 

side. This was seen in the other 2 manoeuvres as well. The Igor Pro 1M generated tables 

can be seen in the IMD technical report of the full scale sea trials [12]. 
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Figure 3-14: Typical Pullout Manoeuvre 

5.0 Seakeeping Sea Trials 

50 

The seakeeping sea trials were attempted on four different days, all roughly 17 

nautical miles East of St. John's. To measure the sea conditions, a small directional wave 
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buoy was used during the trials. The first attempt on September 1Oth was carried out in 

unsuitable environmental conditions. For seakeeping experiments on the 'Lauzier', a 

minimal sea state of 3 is required to produce significant roll and pitch amplitudes. For 

this sea trial attempt, the winds were calm and the sea conditions were only characterized 

as a sea state 1. After a few runs, the sea trials were cancelled until a more suitable day. 

On September 28th, the second attempt had more favourable conditions with sea state 3-4 

wave conditions. Although the wave buoy passed all checks prior to departure from the 

dock, unfortunately once deployed, there was no communication between the 'Lauzier' 

and the buoy. The wave buoy was retrieved and subsequently shipped back to the 

manufacturers for repair. The third attempt on October 24th was similar to the first 

attempt with less than ideal sea conditions (sea state 2). Nonetheless, a full set of 

seakeeping trials were completed due to the uncertainty if there will be another occasion 

when there would be suitable sea conditions. 

On November 6th, the fourth and final set of trials was performed. The sea 

conditions were characterized as a sea state 3 that produced a 3 metre significant wave 

height swell being propelled ahead of a storm front. A total of 12 runs were carried out 

including five heading angles represented by head, bow, beam, quartering, and following 

seas with respect to the incident waves at 6.5 and 10.5 knots plus 2 zero speed beam runs. 

These runs were based on the guidelines outlined by ITTC [13] and described in the IMD 

technical report [12] on the full scale sea trials. During the sea trials however, the 

3 The wave .buoy was manufactured by Neptune Sciences, Inc. of Slidell, Louisiana. For additional 

information see the wave buoy operation manual (14]. 
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'Lauzier' performed the changing of the heading angle based on a pentagon pattern 

around the wave buoy. This resulted in some runs being carried out at an unacceptable 

long distance from the wave buoy. Also, at times the sea direction did not appear to 

conform to the expected direction either because the sea direction was changing or the 

original direction determination was incorrect. Consequently, this problem could not 

accurately be cross checked with the wave buoy due to the substantial distance between 

wave buoy and the 'Lauzier'. Therefore, in the future, IMD will follow the 

recommendation set out by ITTC of the acceptable seakeeping testing pattern as seen in 

Figure 3-15, where 1 thru 5 represent head, following, bow, beam, and quartering seas. 

Launch or the buoy 

Figure 3-15: ITTC Recommended Seakeeping Testing Pattern 

5.1 Seakeeping Online Analysis 

After each seakeeping run, time series plots of the roll angle, pitch angle, and 

heave acceleration were generated. These plots were analyzed for acceptable amplitude 
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given the sea state and the direction of the ship relative to the incident waves. A typical 

online plot can be seen in Figure 3-16 for roll, pitch, and heave. 
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Figure 3-16: Seakeeping Test Run: Typical Online Plot 

5.2 Seakeeping Offline Analysis 

Once the trials were complete, the wave buoy was retrieved and the wave data 

downloaded. The buoy was configured to acquire information on the wave conditions 

every half hour during the sea trials. A summary of the wave statistics acquired on 

November 6th is provided in Table 3-9. Note that within the wave buoy, sea direction is 

measured using a flux gate compass and thus the data is generated in degrees magnetic. 

The magnetic deviation for St. John's approaches during the trials was 22.3 degrees West 

and this correction was applied to derive wave direction in degrees TRUE. 
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Table 3-9: Summary of Wave Statistics 

Summarl£ of Wave Statistics Collected Using MUN Directional Wave Buol£ 

Date NF Time Slg. Wave Dominant Average Dominant Average Dominant Average Dominant Average 
Height Wave Freq. Wave Freq. Wave Period Wave Period Wave Dir. Wave Dir. Wave Dir. Wave Dir. 

(m) (Hz) (Hz) (s) (s) (deg. mag.) (deg. mag.) (deg. TRUE) (deg. TRUE) 
Nov. 6 12:00 3.19 0.08 0.12 12.34 8.41 192.7 179.0 170.4 156.7 
Nov. 6 12:30 2.94 0.08 0.13 12.34 7.90 195.4 180.2 173.1 157.9 
Nov. 6 13:00 2.98 0.09 0.13 10.89 7.73 191.0 182.3 168.7 160.0 
Nov. 6 13:30 3.22 0.08 0.12 12.34 8.29 197.6 185.1 175.3 162.8 
Nov. 6 14:00 3.07 0.09 0.13 10.89 7.90 193.5 182.5 171.2 160.2 
Nov. 6 14:30 3.23 0.08 0.12 12.34 8.24 210.4 187.0 188.1 164.7 
Nov. 6 15:00 3.01 0.08 0.12 12.34 8.09 176.5 169.8 154.2 147.5 
Nov. 6 15:30 3.17 0.09 0.12 10.89 8.34 186.0 175.5 163.7 153.2 
Nov. 6 16:00 2.70 0.08 0.13 12.34 7.61 165.1 155.0 142.8 132.7 
Nov. 6 16:30 3.18 0.08 0.12 12.34 8.39 182.9 169.5 160.6 147.2 
Nov. 6 17:00 3.23 0.08 0.12 12.34 8.49 165.2 161.0 142.9 138.7 

The difference between dominant and average from the statistical information 

provided by the wave buoy is that the dominant term refers to the non-directional wave 

spectrum directly while the average term is a calculation based on the spectrum. For 

example, the dominant wave frequency is the frequency associated with the highest peak 

of the spectrum. The average frequency, on the other hand, is calculated by m1/mo where 

m0 and m1 are the first and second derivative of the spectrum, respectively. For further 

details on the wave spectrum and its properties, refer to the wave buoy manual [14]. 

These spectra are useful, for they show in detail the dominant wave direction in which the 

'Lauzier' is travelling against throughout the trials. 

The motions of the 'Lauzier' were analyzed and computed statistically for the CG 

of the ship as well as for the middle of the external aft deck and the helmsman's position 

on the Bridge. All motions were calculated based on the earth coordinate system. Since 

the data was available, statistics on the propulsion parameters were also computed. It 

should be noted that in this process, the same residual torque values calculated during the 

powering trials were used. The statistical data along with information on the trial run 

were outputted on a generic form. The seakeeping tables can be seen in the IMD 
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Chapter 4 Phase II: Model Scale Experiments 

1.0 Introduction 

The second phase of the ship I model correlation project consisted of model scale 

experiments on scaled replicas of 'Lauzier' which took place between the fall of 2002 

and the spring of 2003. The following subsections briefly describe the 'Lauzier' models 

as well as the tests conducted on them. 

2.0 Description of the 'Lauzier' Physical Models 

As part of the 'Ship-Model Correlation Study', two model scale replicas were 

constructed of the 'Lauzier'. These models were used to carry out tests that would 

characterize the different components of the ship's performance. A 1:6 scale model, 

designated IMD597, was used to generate results for calm water resistance and 

propulsion, while a 1:12 scale model, designated IMD605, was used for seakeeping and 

manoeuvring experiments. Both scale model hulls were constructed using a foam mould 

with a fibre glass shell that conformed to a set of faired lines using IMD' s standard model 

construction procedure [ 15]. The lines were measured by hand from a paper drawing 

(drawing #2175-1 I June 11, 1993) provided by the Marine Institute of Memorial 

University, the operators of the 'Lauzier'. The faired lines plan for the two models is 

depicted in Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1: 'Lauzier' Lines Plan 

2.1 1:6 Scale Model 

The 1 :6 scale model was designed to operate in a tow tank environment fitted to a 

tow post. The principle dimensions for the model are given below: 

Length overall (LOA): 6.67m 

Length between perpendiculars (LBP): 5.67m 

Maximum breadth: 1.37m 

Draft at midships: 0.420m 

Displacement: 1118 kg 

The hull was painted white and marked with standard sections and waterline 

markings [15]. The model included eleven reference blocks and five trim pads fitted to 

the gunnels and milled flat to a known elevation relative to the baseline. This was a 
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Displacement: 155 kg 

Manoeuvring Condition 

Draft at midships: 0.212 m 

Displacement: 145 kg 

The hull was painted white and marked with standard sections and the waterline 

was marked for the seakeeping condition only. The model included eight reference 

blocks fitted to the gunnels and milled flat at a known elevation relative to the baseline. 

At the time of construction, the hull was measured for quality assessment at key locations 

throughout its length to verify dimensional accuracy. It was determined to be within the 

specified allowable IMD tolerance of± 0.05% on length and± 1mm on section shape. 

Like the larger model size, the appendages were scaled versions of those on the 

'Lauzier'. The 1:12 scale propellers were geometrically similar to the 'Lauzier' 

propellers. Unlike the 1 :6 model, many of the appendages were permanently attached 

(the propeller, rudders and the sonar caisson were not). 

For the seakeeping and manoeuvring experiments, no turbulence stimulators were 

added to the hull. Modifications were added to the hull to reinforce the local structural 

strength during the seakeeping trials. Renshape reinforcement was bonded to the stem to 

support an eyebolt that accommodated a lightweight tow line required to arrest the model 

at the end of a test run. Renshape was also bonded to the hull port and starboard adjacent 

to the LCG and above the waterline to accommodate 203.2 mm (8.0 in) long- 19.1 mm 

(0.75 in) aluminium pins. These pins were designed to interface with the model 

acceleration system that was used to maximize the available run length in the OEB. 
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For the set of seakeeping experiments, it was not necessary to model the 

superstructure of the 'Lauzier'. Instead, a 15 em high lexan bulwark was constructed 

around the perimeter of the entire main deck, extending to 30 em at the stem, a 

reasonable height as the testing sea state for the model only produced limited amounts of 

spraying and/or green water. The bulwarks were also modified in the bow, extended 

laterally port and starboard, in order to accommodate two large - 24 V batteries. The 

batteries were mounted in this fashion to match, within reason, the scale GM and the 

target roll radius of gyration. These properties are an important aspect in seakeeping 

trials since the purpose of the experiments was to try to accurately measure the motions 

of the vessel. 

The 1:12 model was designed to be a self-propelled, free runrung model; 

therefore, the shafts were driven using electric propulsive motors activated by the 24 V 

batteries, described above. The electric motors consisted of two small Faulhaber motors 

(model#: 3564k024B) with an integral 3.75:1 gearbox, which gave the recommended 

maximum continuous rating of 18 rps. The motors can achieve revolutions as high as 22 

rps for short periods of time. Small aluminium water catches were installed under the 

inboard end of each stem tube to retain any water that might ingress through them. The 

model was also equipped with radio controller I telemetry electronics, instrumentation, 

single rudder servo unit, several batteries of different size and type, and ballast. The 

battery capacity was sufficient enough to operate the model for an extended working day 

(16 hr) without recharging. Photographs of the fully outfitted model for the seakeeping 

and manoeuvring conditions are shown in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5. It should be noted 
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The fully outfitted model was swung in air for both test conditions, as well as 

inclining experiments to achieve I verify the vessel's mass properties. The summary of 

the swing and inclining results are presented in Table 4-1. The target values were based 

on the closest load condition available from the 'Lauzier' stability booklet. 

Table 4-1: Summary Results of the Swing and Inclining Experiments 

FINAL SEAKEEPING RESULTS 
Measured TarQet Error 

VCG (Pitch) From keel (m) 0.324 0.309 4.64% 

VCG (Roll) From keel (m) 0.333 0.309 7.10% 

Radius of Gyration (Pitch) (m) 0.961 0.990 3.05% 

Radius of Gyration (Roll) (m) 0.297 0.315 6.05% 

GMTfmJ 0.169 0.180 6.51% 

FINAL MANOEUVRING RESULTS 
Measured TarQet Error 

VCG (Pitch) From keel (m) 0.377 0.309 18.01% 

VCG (Roll) From keel (m) 0.387 0.309 20.25% 

Radius of Gyration (Pitch) (m) 0.971 0.990 1.97% 

Radius of Gyration (Roll) (m) 0.323 0.315 2.55% 

GMT(m) 0.118 0.120 1.69% 

As mentioned above, it was important to match the GM of model to the 'Lauzier' 

in the manoeuvring condition. This is achieved by altering the VCG of the model had to 

be altered beyond its target. 

3.0 Model Powering Experiments 

The model powering experiments were carried out using the 1 :6 scale model. The 

following sections describe the different experiments required to predict powering 

requirements: naked hull resistance, appended hull resistance, propeller open water 

experiments, and self-propulsion experiments. 
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3.1 Resistance Experiments 

The naked hull resistance experiments were completed at the Institute for Marine 

Dynamics in September 2002, while the appended hull resistance experiments were 

completed in November 2002. The model resistance experiments were executed in the 

IMD Towing Tank and the IMD Ice Tank. The model was instrumented to measure the 

tow force along with its sinkage and trim. Data was also collected on the water 

temperature and the carriage speed. For details on the instrumentation and calibration 

methodology, refer to the IMD technical report of the model resistance and propulsion 

experiments [16]. The following sections describe the experimental set-up necessary to 

get the required facility and the model 'test ready' along with the resistance testing 

procedure and the online and offline data analysis. 

3.1.1 Towing Tank Configuration 

For the resistance testing, the Towing Tank was filled up to 7 metres and side 

beaches were installed to aid in the bow wave energy absorption. Test runs were carried 

out with the carriage running towards the beach. 

3.1.2 Ice Tank Configuration 

For the resistance testing, the thermal doors were open for complete access to the 

entire tank. No ice sheet was required and the tank was operating at+ l5°C. The service 

carriage was not in use and was docked over the melt pit while the underwater carriage 

was disconnected and stationed at the far end of the setting up area. Side beaches were 
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installed for bow wave energy absorption. Test runs were carried out with the carriage 

running towards melt pit. 

3.1.3 Model Preparation 

For the appended hull resistance test, the model was fitted with all the designed 

appendages except the propellers and the rudders. The propellers were replaced with a 

propeller hub and a fairing cone. The propeller hub had the exact diameter as the 

designed propeller's hub, without the blades. This enabled water to pass through the 

propeller face without propeller fin interaction. It should be noted that for models, a 

centerline skeg and bulbous bow are considered part of the hull, therefore, for the bare 

hull resistance test, the skeg and bulbous bow were not removed. The appendages 

removed were: the bilge keels, the sonar dome, the twin propeller shafts, the set of 'A' 

brackets, the propeller hubs, and the fairing cones. The model was also outfitted with 

turbulence stimulators on the bow and the bulbous bow. The stimulators transformed the 

water from a laminar state to a turbulent state by disturbing the flow across them. 

Turbulent flow was required because it is the particular flow that the full scale ship 

experienced since the transition to turbulence occurred closer to the bow at higher 

Reynolds Number (higher speeds). 

The displacement of the model was taken as the weight of the bare hull model 

plus the weights of all outfit, cables, and ballast that is placed in the model. The 

measured weight was within the IMD tolerance of ±1.0% from the value derived by the 

computed hydrostatics. The displacement for the appended model included the 
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displacement of the appendages. Adjustments were made to the ballast to accommodate 

the removal of the appendages. The weight of the bare hull model was 1118 kg, while 

the weight of the appended model is 1130.5 kg. In addition to the bare hull test 

condition, experiments were performed on a secondary test condition, called the Prohaska 

Method. These experiments involved removal of ballast in order to raise the transom out 

of the water, while still retaining the forward draft. This displacement was recorded was 

734kg. 

Along with displacement, care was taken to ensure that the model had the correct 

static trim. To obtain this, the model's freeboard, rather than the draft, was measured 

using trimming hooks seated on milled reference pads at the following five locations: aft 

perpendicular (port and starboard side), forward perpendicular (starboard side), and 

amidships (port and starboard side). The ballast was redistributed in order to be within 

the IMD tolerance of ±3 mm. Displacement was not changed to bring the draft within 

these limits. The measurements for all three testing conditions are presented in 

Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2: Trim Hook Measurements 

Resistance and Propulsion Experiments 
Trim Hook Measurements 

Required Measured 
Freeboard Freeboard 

Condition Hook Placement (mm) (mm} 

Bare Hull (Standard) Port Aft Perpendicular 303 303 
Stbd Aft Perpendicular 303 303 
Port Amidships 273 274 
Stbd Amidships 273 274 
Stbd Fwd Peq2endicular 242 243 

Bare Hull (Prohaska) Port Aft Perpendicular 404 405 
Stbd Aft Perpendicular 404 405 
Port Amidships 323 324 
Stbd Amidships 323 325 
Stbd Fwd Pernendicular 242 242 

Appended Hull Port Aft Perpendicular 303 304 
Stbd Aft Perpendicular 303 * 
Port Amidships 273 272 
Stbd Amidships 273 274 
Stbd Fwd Perpendicular 242 241 

*- As per IMD standard [17], trim measurements are only required in the four 

nominal locations measured during the appended hull experiments. 

Once the model was trimmed, the model was attached to the testing carriage of 

the Towing Tank for the bare hull resistance test. For the appended hull resistance test, 

the model was connected to the carriage in the Ice Tank. A tow post was connected to 

the gimble onboard the model, located at the LCB of the model. The tow post and 

gimble combination allowed the model to heave, pitch, and roll. To prevent the model 

from yawing, a single K&R grasshopper guider was fitted forward of the tow post to 

restrain any lateral and surge motion of the model. To complete the installation, all 

instrumentation cables were connected to the carriage's data acquisition system and the 
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by the full scale 'Lauzier' at which reliable data can be obtained, to 5% above the highest 

speed the 'Lauzier' can maintain. The test matrix does not evenly divide the speed range. 

In order to define any humps and hollows in the resistance curve, more testing speeds at 

the lower end of the speed range were required. However, as the slope of the resistance 

curve is greater at the high end of the speed range, only a few testing speeds were 

required. 

Bare Hull Resistance: Prohaska Method test program consisted of tests conducted 

at nine speeds that correspond approximately to the Froude Number, Fn, range of 0.12 -

0.20 in steps of 0.0 1. Since these tests were at such low speeds that may result in scatter, 

each test was repeated. 

To ensure the integrity of the results, the test matrix was developed so that the 

experiments were run at every other speed, starting at the lowest speed to the highest 

speed and then continued from highest to lowest, filling in the gaps. Repeat runs were 

also added to the matrix to verify the data. 

Two rough-up runs were performed at the beginning of each day of testing at the 

median test speed. A rough-up run was performed as a calibration check to ensure that 

all instrumentation was performing properly and to disturb the perfectly calm water. A 

single rough-up run was also performed after any breaks in the test program that allowed 

the tank to settle to calm. 

The test matrix for each test program can be seen in the Table 4-3 & Table 4-4. 

The tests were carried out following IMD guidelines [17] to ensure the highest quality of 

results. 
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Table 4-3: Bare Hull I Appended Hull Resistance Test Program 

Run No. Fn Speed Speed 
Cknots FSl Cm/s MSl 

1 0.216 8.00 1.680 
2 0.216 8.00 1.680 
3 0.108 4.00 0.840 
4 0.121 4.50 0.945 
5 0.135 5.00 1.050 
6 0.135 5.00 1.050 
7 0.148 5.50 1.155 
8 0.162 6.00 1.260 
9 0.189 7.00 1.470 
10 0.216 8.00 1.680 
11 0.243 9.00 1.890 
12 0.243 9.00 1.890 
13 0.270 10.00 2.100 
14 0.324 12.00 2.520 
15 0.297 11.00 2.310 
16 0.256 9.50 1.995 
17 0.229 8.50 1.785 
18 0.202 7.50 1.575 
19 0.175 6.50 1.365 
20 0.155 5.75 1.208 
21 0.155 5.75 1.208 
22 0.142 5.25 1.103 
23 0.128 4.75 0.998 
24 0.114 4.24 0.891 

Table 4-4: Prohaska Test Program 

Run No. Fn Speed Speed 
Cknots FSl lmls MS\ 

1 0.15 5.56 1.168 
2 0.15 5.56 1.168 
3 0.12 4.45 0.934 
4 0.14 5.19 1.090 
5 0.16 5.93 1.246 
6 0.18 6.67 1.402 
7 0.2 7.42 1.557 
8 0.19 7.04 1.480 
9 0.17 6.30 1.324 
10 0.15 5.56 1.168 
11 0.13 4.82 1.012 
12 0.12 4.45 0.934 
13 0.14 5.19 1.090 
14 0.16 5.93 1.246 
15 0.18 6.67 1.402 
16 0.2 7.42 1.557 
17 0.19 7.04 1.480 
18 0.17 6.30 1.324 
19 0.15 5.56 1.168 
20 0.13 4.82 1.012 
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3.1.5 Resistance Online Analysis 

Before the online analysis began, an information file (* .inf) was created. This file 

contained the information about the project such as project number and title, as well as 

links to the model particular file (*.mdl) and the tank particular file (*.tnk). The model 

particular file expressed the scale of the model and its associated particulars such as 

displacement and block coefficient. The tank particular file expressed the dimensions of 

the filled tank along with the cross-sectional area. 

Also performed before the test program is initiated was an estimate of the 

resistance and the total resistance coefficient over the speed range of the test program to 

provide a comparison curve during online analysis. This was obtained from published 

data using NavCAD™, for example, or from previous IMD model tests. For the initial 

appended hull resistance test program was performed at the end of August 2002, a 

NavCAD™ prediction was implemented using Holtrop 1988 method based on particulars 

of the model including all of its appendages. For the two bare hull resistance test 

programs, the results from the first set of appended hull resistance program were used as 

an estimate. For the appended hull resistance program performed in November 2002, the 

results from the first set of experiments were used as an estimate. 

Although the NavCAD™ prediction was originally used, the results were 

unreliable. The Holtrop prediction was based only on the hull form with the added 

appendages. This returned a resistance curve that does not rapidly increase until higher 

in the speed range, speed that is out ofthe speed range ofthe 'Lauzier'. This made sense 

because the ship was originally designed to perform in the +20 knot speed range. Later 
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During the step down in speed process of the test program, the data was 'filling 

in' the gaps between the data obtained during the step up in speed. 

Figure 4-8, Figure 4-9, and Figure 4-10 are the resistance curves produced during 

the testing procedure. The comparison curve in Figure 4-9 was the appended resistance 

curve generated in August 2002. However, that particular set of experiments was tested 

at a heavier displacement due to the confusion of the heights of the reference pads at 

which the trim hooks were placed. The bare hull curve was then used as the comparison 

curve for both the Prohaska and Appended resistance test programs, Figure 4-8 and 

Figure 4-10, respectively. 
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Figure 4-8: Online Analysis - Model Resistance (Prohaska) 
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Figure 4-9: Online Analysis -Model Resistance (Bare Hull) 
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Figure 4-10: Online Analysis- Model Resistance (Appended) 

Figure 4-11 displays a comparison curve between the naked resistance and the 

appended resistance. The resistance was calculated based on the total resistance 

coefficients as outlined in Equation 2-14. 
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The offline analysis command procedure [16] produced tables and graphs 

displaying the calculated model resistance coefficients, full scale effective power 

prediction based on ITTC '57 and ITTC '78 methods, as well as non-dimensional sinkage 

and trim. Figure 4-12 through Figure 4-14 show the calculated model resistance 

coefficients for each of the three resistance tests. 

~-------
a .avo •----·"----~--~-'--'--...__~_...__ __ --J'--'---JL-----JL-----J 

iLU 

Froude: Number 

CTM Data 
one,.,,., 
Bl<>.,kare Corrected c~., Curve 
c, .. 
( 1 +k}•c,., 

Ave Water 'l'emp"ruture: <!0.0 •c 
(t+k}! 1.199 

Figure 4-12: Offline Analysis- Model Resistance Coefficients (Prohaska) 
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Figure 4-13: Offline Analysis- Model Resistance Coefficients (Bare Hull) 
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Figure 4-14: Offline Analysis- Model Resistance Coefficients (Appended) 

The complete offline tables and graphs are provided in the model scale IMD 

technical report focussed on the resistance and propulsion experiments [16]. 
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3.2 Propeller Open Water Experiments 

The propeller open water experiments on the geometrically similar 1:6 scale 

propellers were completed in the MUN Towing Tank in November 2002. For these set of 

experiments, the experimenter used an apparatus specially designed for propeller open 

water experiments: MUN's Opens Boat. The Opens Boat was instrumented to measure 

the shaft speed, the propeller thrust and torque. Data was also collected on the water 

temperature and the carriage speed. For details on the instrumentation and calibration 

methodology, refer to the IMD technical report of the model resistance and propulsion 

experiments [16]. The following sections describe the experimental set-up necessary to 

get the required facility and the model 'test ready', and the propeller open water testing 

procedure, along with the online and offline data analysis. 

3.2.1 Towing Tank Configuration 

For the propeller open water experiments, MUN's Opens Boat was installed 

underneath the carriage as done previously during the R-Class propeller open water 

experiments [18]. The water level was raised to approximately 1.5x the diameter of the 

'Lauzier' model propeller (0.318m) above the centerline of the propeller and the bow 

wave absorbers were installed along the sides of the tank. Test runs were carried out with 

the carriage running towards the wavemaker. 

3.2.2 Description of MUN's Opens Boat 

MUN' s Opens Boat is a boat specially designed for propeller open water 

experiments. The narrow stainless steel Opens Boat, which is installed underneath the 
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3.2.3 Propeller Open Water Test Program 

The open water test plan program followed the guidelines set out by IMD [19] to 

determine the performance characteristics for the 1 :6 scale 'Lauzier' propellers in 

unrestricted uniform flow. Tests were completed on both the port and starboard 

propellers. These propellers, designated P304L and P304R, are outward turning props 

with a diameter of 0.212 m, a pitch I diameter ratio of 1.1 @ 0. 7R, and an expanded blade 

area ratio of0.65. 

The test program consisted of two sets of experiments for each propeller, where 

each set corresponds to a different propeller rate of revolution (rps). The two values for 

the propeller rate of revolution were 12 and 17 rps. These values corresponded to the 

maximum rps experienced by the full scale 'Lauzier' travelling at 9 knots and 11.5 knots, 

its median cruising speed and maximum cruising speed, respectively, scaled to model 

scale values. 

Each set was carried out with the propeller at a constant rps with the speed of 

advance (carriage speed) covering the range of advance coefficient, J 0 , from J 0 = 0 to the 

Jo which corresponds to propeller thrust coefficient, Kro, equal to zero. At least one run 

produced a negative Kro. Therefore, for the 12 rps experimental set, the carriage speed 

varied from 0-3.05 m!s, while in the 17 rps experimental series, the carriage speed varied 

from 0-4.32 m!s. The full test program can be seen in Table 4-5. The tests were carried 

out following IMD guidelines [19] which ensure the highest quality of results. 
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Table 4-5: Propeller Open Water Test Program 

Run. No. n = 17 rps n = 12 rps 
Carriage Soeed Cm/s) Carriage Soeed_Lrnlsl J 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0.29 0.20 0.08 
3 0.86 0.61 0.24 
4 1.44 1.02 0.40 
5 2.02 1.42 0.56 
6 2.59 1.83 0.72 
7 3.17 2.24 0.88 
8 3.75 2.65 1.04 
9 4.32 3.05 1.20 
10 4.04 2.85 1.12 
11 3.46 2.44 0.96 
12 2.88 2.04 0.80 
13 2.31 1.63 0.64 
14 1.73 1.22 0.48 
15 1.15 0.81 0.32 
16 0.58 0.41 0.16 

As seen in Table 4-5, for each set of experiments, the carriage speed varied from 

lowest to highest speed, and then continued from highest to lowest speed, filling in the 

gaps. 

At the start and end of the test program, the shaft frictional torque caused by the 

bearings was measured with the Opens Boat stationary. Since the test program spanned 

more than one day, the frictional torque was measured at the beginning and the end of 

every day of testing. To measure the frictional torque, the propeller was replaced with 

the 'Lauzier' dummy hub and the torque was measured for shaft rps values ranging from 

10% below to 10% above the rps used in the set of experiments, 10.8 rps to 18.7 rps. 

The dummy hub was also fitted to calibrate the shaft speed. 

In addition to the friction test, a set of rough-up runs was performed at the 

beginning of each day. A rough-up run was performed as a calibration check to ensure 

that the instrumentation was performing properly and to disturb the perfectly calm water. 

The carriage speed was chosen to correspond to the middle of the speed range in the test 
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program for that particular shaft rps. A rough-up run was also performed after an 

extended span of downtime, i.e. after a break for lunch, as well as at the beginning of a 

new test program. It is standard practice to perform 2 rough-up runs concurrently. This 

was a good measure of the test repeatability. 

3.2.4 Propeller Open Water Online Analysis 

The online analysis was carried out on a workstation onboard the Towing Tank's 

carriage and performed immediately after every run. This verified the integrity of the 

acquired data. It was also compared to the propeller curves developed for a B-Series 

propeller with the same diameter and pitch I diameter ratio. The computed propeller 

coefficients can be seen in Table 4-6, while the comparison graphs can be seen in Figure 

4-18 and Figure 4-19 for the two different shaft speeds. 

Table 4-6: Online Analysis: Computed Propeller Coefficients 

Propeller 304L Propeller 304R 
Raw 12 rps 2002 Raw 17 !:e!! 2002 Raw 12 rps 2002 Raw 17 rps 2002 

J KT 10KQ J KT 10KQ J KT 10KQ J KT 10KQ 

0.0000 0.5258 o.n14 0.0000 0.5410 0.8181 0.0002 0.5493 0.8448 0.0000 0.5618 0.8554 
o.on6 0.5014 0.7692 0.0822 0.5125 0.7809 0.0774 0.5262 0.8189 0.0820 0.5304 0.8107 
0.1602 0.4712 0.7591 0.1655 0.4815 0.7369 0.1614 0.4948 0.7676 0.1652 0.5019 0.7771 
0.2380 0.4415 0.7110 0.2451 0.4479 0.7024 0.2408 0.4627 0.7358 0.2454 0.4683 0.7349 
0.3211 0.4089 0.6773 0.3282 0.4134 0.6650 0.3206 0.4287 0.6905 0.3274 0.4333 0.6899 
0.4067 0.3725 0.6388 0.4096 0.3774 0.6193 0.4028 0.3959 0.6550 0.4090 0.3975 0.6474 
0.4784 0.3412 0.6100 0.4919 0.3433 0.5764 0.4814 0.3614 0.6067 0.4901 0.3609 0.6060 
0.5571 0.3079 0.5326 0.5730 0.3053 0.5310 0.5591 0.3246 0.5693 0.5714 0.3247 0.5610 
0.5997 0.2885 0.5100 0.6115 0.2881 0.5105 0.6026 0.3059 0.5472 0.6130 0.3061 0.5390 
0.6364 0.2740 0.5104 0.6139 0.2875 0.5098 0.6026 0.3056 0.5463 0.6172 0.3061 0.5381 
0.7158 o.23n 0.4334 0.6556 0.2748 0.4923 0.6403 0.2919 0.5242 0.6525 0.2889 0.5172 
0.7975 0.2008 0.4032 0.7317 0.2398 0.4447 0.7180 0.2558 0.4835 0.7308 0.2560 0.4753 
0.8740 0.1642 0.3145 0.8129 0.2064 0.4014 0.8002 0.2183 0.4248 0.8106 0.2217 0.4241 
0.9523 0.1301 0.3090 0.8922 0.1708 0.3533 0.8776 0.1805 0.3670 0.8921 0.1867 0.3819 
1.0315 0.0892 0.2352 0.9726 0.1332 0.3072 0.9547 0.1480 0.3317 0.9707 0.1491 0.3336 
1.1086 0.0500 0.2105 1.0521 0.0931 0.2464 1.0353 0.1033 0.2754 1.0495 0.1079 0.2792 
1.1841 0.0100 0.1403 1.2549 -<l.0250 0.0812 1.1126 0.0681 0.2250 1.1206 0.0683 0.2229 
1.2242 -<l.0132 0.1086 1.1882 0.0251 0.1646 1.2525 -<l.0093 0.1140 

1.2454 -{).0093 0.1145 
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Frictional differences between rotating the shaft in the Opens Boat clockwise and 

counter clockwise can partially contribute to slight difference in the propeller coefficients 

of the two propellers. The complete online tables and graphs that were generated are 

provided in the model scale IMD technical report focussed on the resistance and 

propulsion experiments [16]. 

3.2.5 Propeller Open Water Offline Analysis 

The first step was to analyze the shaft frictional torque by taking the mean 

measured value from the start and end of the experiments and to determine the friction 

associated with each shaft test speed. This frictional torque was then subtracted from the 

original torque values obtained during the test run. New propeller coefficients were then 

calculated for each propeller test. 

For each propeller, the propeller curves were averaged to generate the open water 

curves for the propeller. The polynomial coefficients defining the propeller open water 

performance curves were tabulated, Table 4-7, and graphed for each propeller, Figure 

4-20 and Figure 4-21 for the starboard and port propeller, respectively. 
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Table 4-7: Offline Analysis- Propeller Open Water Coefficients 

MN Louis M. Lauzier Propeller Open Water Experiments 

November 2002 
IMD #304R I #304L 

PID = 1.1 @ 0.7R 

Mean Propeller Revolution (RPS): 
12.0/17.0 

Left Right 

J Kr 10KQ llO J Kr IOKQ 'llo 

0.001 0.534 0.806 0.001 0.001 0.557 0.846 0.001 
0.050 0.516 0.787 0.052 0.050 0.539 0.825 0.052 
0.100 0.498 0.766 0.103 0.100 0.520 0.803 0.103 
0.150 0.479 0.745 0.153 0.150 0.500 0.780 0.153 
0.200 0.460 0.723 0.202 0.200 0.481 0.756 0.202 
0.250 0.440 0.701 0.250 0.250 0.461 0.732 0.250 
0.300 0.420 0.677 0.296 0.300 0.441 0.708 0.297 
0.350 0.400 0.653 0.341 0.350 0.420 0.683 0.343 
0.400 0.380 0.628 0.385 0.400 0.399 0.657 0.387 
0.450 0.359 0.603 0.427 0.450 0.378 0.631 0.430 
0.500 0.338 0.576 0.466 0.500 0.357 0.604 0.470 
0.550 0.316 0.549 0.504 0.550 0.335 0.576 0.509 
0.600 0.294 0.521 0.539 0.600 0.313 0.548 0.545 
0.650 0.272 0.493 0.572 0.650 0.290 0.519 0.579 
0.700 0.250 0.463 0.601 0.700 0.268 0.489 0.609 
0.750 0.227 0.433 0.625 0.750 0.245 0.459 0.636 
0.800 0.204 0.403 0.645 0.800 0.221 0.429 0.657 
0.850 0.181 0.371 0.658 0.850 0.197 0.397 0.672 
0.900 0.157 0.339 0.663 0.900 0.173 0.365 0.680 
0.950 0.133 0.306 0.656 0.950 0.149 0.333 0.677 
1.000 0.108 0.272 0.633 1.000 0.124 0.300 0.661 
1.050 0.083 0.237 0.588 1.050 0.099 0.266 0.625 
1.100 0.058 0.202 0.506 1.100 0.074 0.232 0.561 
1.150 0.033 0.166 0.363 1.150 0.049 0.197 0.453 
1.200 0.007 0.129 0.107 1.200 0.023 0.161 0.269 
1.250 -0.019 0.092 -0.409 1.250 -0.004 0.125 -0.056 
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The complete offline tables and graphs are provided in the model scale IMD 

technical report focussed on the resistance and propulsion experiments [16]. 

3.3 Self-Propulsion Experiments 

The self-propulsion experiments were completed at the Institute for Marine 

Dynamics in November 2002 in the IMD Ice Tan1<:. The model was instrumented to 

measure the tow force along shaft speed and the propeller torque and thrust. Data was 

also collected on the water temperature and the carriage speed. For details on the 

instrumentation and calibration methodology, refer to the IMD technical report of the 

model resistance and propulsion experiments [16]. The following sections describe the 

experimental set-up necessary to get the required facility and the model 'test ready' along 

with the resistance testing procedure and the online and offline data analysis. 

3.3.1 Ice Tank Configuration 

The Ice Tank was configured the same way as for the resistance testing, described 

in Chapter 4: Section 3.1.2. 

3.3.2 Model Preparation 

The model had the same displacement and trim as model used for the appended 

hull resistance test. The propeller hubs were replaced with the actual model propellers 

and the rudders were installed. 
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3.3.3 Self-Propulsion Test Program 

The self-propulsion test plan followed the guidelines outlined by IMD [20] to 

develop a set of experiments which can be used to determine the propulsion 

characteristics of the 1:6 scale 'Lauzier' model and its propellers in calm open water. 

The original test program consisted of five different shaft rps at each of the seven test 

model speeds (IMD standard only required five model speeds). The test speed range was 

equally spaced from full-scale speed of 5 to 11 knots or 1.050 to 2.310 m/s model scale. 

These speeds corresponded to the ones associated with the powering experiments on the 

'Lauzier'. Additional speeds of 3.7, 4.4 and 10.4 knots (0.777, 0.924, and 2.184 m/s 

model scale) were added to enhance research and development for Sue Molloy, a MUN 

Ph. D candidate. 

The five rps at each speed were approximately equally spaced and covered the 

tow force range from 0.0012 above the self-propulsion point to 0.0004 below the self-

propulsion point, where the values 0.0004 and 0.0012 represent the incremental 

resistance coefficient for ship-model correlation, CA. The self-propulsion point is the 

point where the propellers generate enough thrust that the tow force experienced by the 

model is zero. Therefore, the tow force expected was calculated by the following 

formulas, where M represents model scale and s represents full scale: 

( 4-1) 

CF = 0.075 
(log(Rn)- 2 Y ( 4-2) 
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Rn=VL ( 4-3) 

where: p = Density of the water; 

s = Wetted surface area of the model; 

v = Velocity of the ship/model; 

L = Length of the ship/model; and 

v = Kinematic viscosity of the water. 

Reynolds number, Rn, was calculated for model scale, M, and full scale, 8• 

The best estimate for the nominal shaft revolution for the self propulsion point is 

by converting the full scale measured RPM during the powering trials to model scale rps. 

In addition to the five shaft speeds per model speed, a zero shaft thrust condition 

was added. This test involved turning the shafts at a very low rps, enough to overcome 

the drag of the slowly rotating propeller, i.e. producing zero thrust. This was added for 

research being conducted by Dr. N. Bose, a MUN engineering professor. Also added to 

the test program was a testing methodology proposed by Holtrop to predict the propulsive 

characteristics [21]. This methodology involved varying the shaft revolutions manually 

from 1 rps above to 1 rps below the nominal model self-propulsion point in one test run. 

These test program additions are out of the scope of this project and the data will not be 

analyzed. 

To ensure the integrity of the results, the test matrix was developed so that the 

experiments were run at every other speed starting at the lowest speed to the highest 
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speed and then continued from highest to lowest, filling in the gaps. Also, the shaft 

speeds at each model speed were in order of increasing speed. 

Two rough-up runs were performed at the beginning of each day of testing at the 

median test speed, 1.544 m/s. A rough-up run was performed as a calibration check to 

ensure that all instrumentation was performing properly and to disturb the perfectly calm 

water. A single rough-up run was also performed after any breaks in the test program 

that allowed the tank to settle to calm. 

The full propulsion test program is provided the IMD technical report of the 

model resistance and propulsion experiments [16]. A summary of that test program can 

be seen in the following table. 
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Table 4-8: Propulsion Test Program 

Fn Nom. Speed Speed Shaft Speed 
fknots FS\ fm/s MS\ frns MS\ 

0.198 7.35 1.544 9.8 
0.198 7.35 1.544 9.8 

0.100 3.7 0.777 Zero shaft thrust 
0.100 3.7 0.777 5 shaft rps: nominal 4.2 rps 
0.100 3.7 0.777 Holtrop procedure 

0.135 5 1.050 Zero shaft thrust 
0.135 5 1.050 5 shaft rps: nominal 6.7 rps 
0.135 5 1.050 Holtrop procedure 

0.189 7 1.470 Zero shaft thrust 
0.189 7 1.470 5 shaft rps: nominal 9.2 rps 
0.189 7 1.470 Holtrop procedure 

0.243 9 1.890 Zero shaft thrust 
0.243 9 1.890 5 shaft rps: nominal 12.3 rps 
0.243 9 1.890 Holtrop procedure 

0.280 10.4 2.184 Zero shaft thrust 
0.280 10.4 2.184 5 shaft rps: nominal14.6 rps 
0.280 10.4 2.184 Holtrop procedure 

0.297 11 2.310 Zero shaft thrust 
0.297 11 2.310 5 shaft rps: nominal 15.9 rps 
0.297 11 2.310 Holtrop procedure 

0.270 10 2.100 Zero shaft thrust 
0.270 10 2.100 5 shaft rps: nominal 14 rps 
0.270 10 2.100 Holtrop procedure 

0.216 8 1.680 Zero shaft thrust 
0.216 8 1.680 5 shaft rps: nominal 10.7 rps 
0.216 8 1.680 Holtrop procedure 

0.162 6 1.260 Zero shaft thrust 
0.162 6 1.260 5 shaft rps: nominal 7.9 rps 
0.162 6 1.260 Holtrop procedure 

0.119 4.4 0.924 Zero shaft thrust 
0.119 4.4 0.924 5 shaft rps: nominal 5.5 rps 
0.119 4.4 0.924 Holtrop procedure 

At the start and end of the self-propulsion test program, the shaft frictional torque 

caused by the bearings was measured. Since the test program spanned more than one 

day, the frictions were measured at the beginning and the end of every day of testing on 

the stationary model. To measure the frictional torque, the propellers were replaced with 

the 'Lauzier' dummy hubs and the torques were measured at ten values that are evenly 

spaced over the shaft rps range of 10% below to 10% above the rps used in the set of 
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experiments, 3.8 rps to 17.5 rps. The dummy hub was the same one fitted to calibrate 

the shaft speed. 

In addition to the propulsion experiments, a set of bollard tests was conducted to 

achieve the bollard characteristics of the model. These tests were carried out with the 

carriage positioned approximately midway up the tank. With the carriage held stationary, 

the tests were conducted at nine equally spaced values of rps. The bollard test program 

was conducted at the beginning of the propulsion test program, as seen in Table 4-9. 

Table 4-9: Bollard Test Program 

No. rnsMS RPMFS 
1 4.5 110 
2 6.1 150 
3 7.3 178 
4 8.5 207 
5 9.6 235 
6 10.7 263 
7 11.9 292 
8 13.1 320 
9 14.2 348 

All the propulsion experiments are carried out following IMD guidelines [20] to 

ensure the highest quality of results. 

3.3.4 Self-Propulsion Online Analysis 

Before the online analysis began, an information file (* .inf) was created. This file 

contained the information about the project such as project number and title, as well as 

links to the model particular file (* .mdl), the tank particular file (* .tnk), and the port and 

starboard propeller particular files (* .prp ). The model particular file expressed the scale 

of the model and its associated particulars such as displacement and block coefficient. 
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The tank particular file expressed the dimensions of the filled tank along with the cross-

sectional area. The propeller particular file contained the designated name of the 

propeller and its particulars such as rotation direction and diameter. 

The online analysis was carried out on a workstation in the control room onboard 

the carriage immediately after each run to verify the integrity of the acquired data. The 

checks that were carried out manually by reviewing the plots and tables produced during 

the analysis include: 

Verifying that the both shafts were rotating at the same rate; 

Ensuring that the propeller coefficients were decreasing in a reasonable manner 

with increased speed; 

Ensuring that the nominal tow force values were met for the self-propulsion 

experiments; 

Ensuring that the zero shaft thrust was met for N. Bose research; and 

Ensuring that the shaft rps was increasing at a steady rate during the Holtrop 

experimentation. 

A typical online plot (carriage speed= 1.189 m/s) can be seen in Figure 4-22. 

Since no previous tests have been done on these propellers, no propulsion curves were 

available for comparison. 
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Figure 4-22: Online Analysis - Typical Self-Propulsion Plot 

The complete online tables and graphs for the friction tests, bollard test and the 

self-propulsions experiments are provided the IMD technical report of the model 

resistance and propulsion experiments [ 16]. 

3.3.5 Self-Propulsion Offline Analysis 

Before the offline propulsion data analysis was carried out, offline analysis was 

completed on the shaft frictions. The command procedure for the frictional analysis 
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calculated the average port and starboard friction from the two port friction curves and 

the two starboard friction curves. The inputted friction curves represented the friction 

lines calculated immediately before and after the propulsion experiments. Two plots 

were created, representing the port and starboard friction curves. Each plot contained the 

before and after friction curves as well as the average friction curve. 

Since the online propulsion analysis created a separate point file for each model 

speed, the files were merged before the offline propulsion analysis was completed. 

During the merging process, all data obtained for the zero shaft thrust and Holtrop 

methodology experiments were excluded from the new file. 

The offline analysis fitted polynomial curves to the propulsion curves at each 

speed and generated a table of their coefficients. When fitting the polynomial curves to 

the propulsion data, care was given to ensure that all the curves are gradually decreasing. 

If there was a slight increasing slope in the curve, the full scale powering prediction 

would be unreliable. A typical plot of the fitted polynomial curves (carriage speed 1.189 

m/s) is shown in Figure 4-23. The complete set of polynomial curves along with the 

table of the polynomial coefficients can be seen the IMD technical report of the model 

resistance and propulsion experiments [ 16]. 
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Figure 4-23: Offline Analysis -Typical Propulsion Curves 

3.4 Full Scale Powering Prediction 

Once the offline analysis for the resistance, propeller open water, and the 

propulsion experiments had been completed, preparation was carried out in order to 

predict the full-scale powering requirements for the 'Lauzier'. Following the IMD 

standard, I predicted the powering performance of the 'Lauzier' using ITTC '57 Ship 

Model Correlation Line with a correlation allowance [2]. Since resistance experiments 
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were carried out with both the naked and appended model, the increase in ship resistance 

coefficient due to appendages was predicted by multiplying the increase in model 

resistance by an appendage scale factor. The ship resistance coefficient is given by: 

Crs (app) = Crs (naked)+ p[C1M15 (app )- C1M15 (naked)] ( 4-4) 

The model resistance coefficients were corrected to the standard temperature of 

15°C in the above equation to allow for any differences in water temperature between the 

two model tests. At IMD, standard predictions are made with the appendage scale factor 

p=o.s. 

I also performed a prediction using ITTC '78 Performance Prediction Method [3]. 

Since the resistance experiments were carried out with both the naked and appended 

model, a new form factor was calculated for the appended hull by adding the increase in 

form factor due to the appendages to the form factor obtained during the Prohaska 

method. This produced a form factor, k, of 0.36, an increase of 0.161 from the form 

factor obtained using the Prohaska method. 

The powering prediction methodology for both the ITTC '57 and ITTC '78 

method followed standard IMD guidelines [22] except for the additional calculations 

needed to account for fouling on the ship hull. As described by a Canadian Navy study 

[23], an increase of 0.125% in frictional resistance coefficient, CF, per day the ship was 

out of dock shall be used to account for hull fouling. In the case of the 'Lauzier', the full

scale powering experiments were conducted approximately 390 days (13 months) since 

the last time the vessel was dry-docked. This meant the command procedures had to be 

altered so that there was an increase of 48.75% in CF., which translated into an overall 
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increase of ~18% in delivered power for the ITTC '57 method and an increase of ~26% 

for the ITTC '78 method. 

The full scale power prediction using the ITTC '57 method is presented in Table 

4-10, while the ITTC '78 prediction is shown in Table 4-11. A comparison ofthe two 

methods is displayed in Figure 4-24. 

Table 4-10: ITTC '57 Power Prediction 

MN Louis M. Lauzier 
Shi~ Powering Prediction - ITTC 57 

Correlation Allowance: 0.0004 

Days Out Of Dock: 0 390 

Speed Fn Shaft Po Shaft Po 
{knots! {RPS! {kW! {RPS! {kW! 
4.39 0.124 2.15 16.04 2.23 18.96 
4.99 0.141 2.45 25.16 2.56 30.28 
5.99 0.169 2.96 43.78 3.07 51.91 
6.99 0.197 3.43 69.80 3.59 85.35 
7.97 0.224 3.92 106.91 4.07 126.79 
8.97 0.252 4.43 158.77 4.63 190.63 
9.96 0.281 5.11 254.23 5.28 292.26 
10.36 0.292 5.37 300.44 5.58 350.59 
10.96 0.309 5.84 395.45 6.07 459.52 

Table 4-11: ITTC '78 Power Prediction 

MN Louis M. Lauzier 
Shi~ Powering Prediction - ITTC 78 

Form Factor (1+k): 1.36 

Days Out Of Dock: 0 390 

Speed Fn Shaft Po Shaft Po 
{knots! {RPS! {kW! {RPS} {kW} 
4.39 0.124 2.16 16.72 2.28 21.19 
4.99 0.141 2.48 26.68 2.64 34.56 
5.99 0.169 2.99 46.79 3.16 59.24 
6.99 0.197 3.47 75.19 3.71 98.84 
7.97 0.224 3.97 114.36 4.20 144.42 
8.97 0.252 4.51 171.97 4.79 220.04 
9.96 0.281 5.16 268.16 5.41 325.18 
10.36 0.292 5.44 317.76 5.74 393.02 
10.96 0.309 5.90 415.58 6.23 511.66 
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six days later, it was discovered that the drawn waterline was indeed the correct reference 

and the trim hook diagram was incorrect. The misunderstanding occurred during the 

construction phase of model IMD597, where three quarters of an inch was removed from 

the reference pads to level the model and the trim hook diagram was not adjusted for this 

change. The problem was able to propagate through the process because during the time 

of testing, several key personnel were on vacation and those that were still at IMD were 

unfamiliar with the project and/or the model and were unable to assist in identifying the 

discrepancy. Due to this, the propulsion experiments and the appended hull experiments 

were repeated in November 2002. 

Another model issue that delayed the model testing in August 2002 was a 

vibration in the port shafting. When the shafting calibration was being checked at the 

beginning of the propulsion test program, vibration was noticed at the higher shaft 

speeds. During the investigation on what particular speed produced the greatest 

vibration, the universal coupling disconnected between the shaft and the dynamometer. 

Due to a combination of the vibration and the shaft disconnection from the dynamometer, 

the internal spring of the dynamometer became twisted, rendering it useless, and had to 

be replaced. Post inspection of the shafting concluded that the initial cause of the 

vibration was a tight inboard bearing. However, the initial vibration wore down this 

bearing making the latter vibration caused by the bearing not as dramatic, enabling the 

test program to continue without issue. 

Due to the worn inboard bearing, water was able to ingress through the stem tube 

into the port water well of the model. Under constant supervision, the water was 
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removed from the well after every other test run with an industrial vacuum. Also, at the 

end of a day of testing, the ballast was removed so that the stem could be raised out of the 

water. For that reason, at the beginning of the next testing day, the model had to be 

ballasted and trimmed again, reducing time for testing. 

Another model issue arose during some of the propulsion experiments involving 

the motor control system. At high shaft speeds, the motors would draw too much current 

causing the breakers of the controller to trip. This was an issue during the testing of the 

model at the heavier displacement, but a non-issue during the testing performed in 

November 2002. 

Another delay in the overall test program occurred during the propeller open 

water experiments. During initial set-up of the test program (October 2002), it was 

brought to the forefront that there is great uncertainty in the torque readings from the 

Opens Boat. Due to friction fluctuation, there is very low repeatability in these 

experiments. A slight misalignment in the propeller tube of the Opens Boat caused large 

frictions to occur and scouring could be seen on the propeller shaft caused by the inner 

bearing. A decision was made to remove the inboard coupling from the Opens Boat. A 

set of propeller open water experiments was carried out on a propeller with validated data 

to verify that the torque problem has been rectified. These experiments were carried out 

on a R-Class propeller [18]. From these experiments, the modified Opens Boat was 

deemed reliable and the test program for the 'Lauzier' propellers commenced in 

November 2002. 
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Observations: 

During the testing of the model, there were interesting observations to note. As 

mentioned earlier, the NavCAD™ prediction under-predicted the resistance for the 

model. As noted, this under-prediction can be explained through the redesign of the hull 

and the propulsion system. 

Another interesting observation occurred during the propeller open water 

experiments. When performing tests for the shaft frictions, the Opens Boat experienced a 

larger frictional torque when rotating clockwise for the starboard propeller, 

approximately 0.19 Nm compared to -0.07 Nm when the shaft is rotating 

counterclockwise for the port propeller. This partly explained why the port propeller 

experienced lower Kr and~ curves in comparison with the starboard propeller. 

Also noted during the propulsion test program, the rps needed to reach the self

propulsion point at each model speed was lower than the estimated nominal rps by 7-

10%. A possible reason to explain this discrepancy in the test results is the fact that the 

program used a very clean and smooth model whereas the full scale 'Lauzier' would 

experience larger frictional resistance due to the marine growth on the hull. 

Analysis Comments: 

Although it was stated in the IMD test standard for self-propulsion experiments 

[20] for the test program should be all carried out in one day of testing, the 'Lauzier' 

propulsion experiments actually spanned two days, with the second day of testing only 

consisting of two model speeds of the ten. Therefore, during the offline analysis of the 

propulsion experiments, the program used the average frictional torques from day one 
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and not the average from the entire test program. This was done because there were 

minimal differences in the frictions between day one and day two. 

As noted in the powering prediction, the use of fouling effects was considered to 

better predict the required power performance of the 'Lauzier'. Although this is a 

commonly used practice, the percentage used to increase the frictional coefficient was 

calculated based on the Royal Navy practise. The actual percentage to use for the 

'Lauzier' based on the ship being stationed in the St. John's harbour and the amount of 

travel that the ship experiences, needs to be further studied. 

4.0 Model Manoeuvring Experiments 

The following section describes the experimental setup and testing procedure as 

well as the data analysis for the set of manoeuvring tests completed in the OEB located at 

the Institute for Marine Dynamics in June 2003. Experiments were performed using the 

1:12 scale Lauzier model (IMD605). The model was instrumented to measure the rudder 

angle and the shaft rotation as well as the ship's motion. The motions were measured 

using an onboard MotionPak™ and the OEB QUALISYS™ system. A bow 

accelerometer was added solely as verification for the MotionPak™ analysis algorithm. 

For details on the instrumentation and calibration methodology refer to the IMD technical 

report of the model seakeeping and manoeuvring experiments [24]. 
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4.1 Offshore Engineering Basin Configuration 

The OEB was configured as follows for these experiments: 

Water Depth: The water depth was set at 2.0 m; thus the model was assumed to be 

operating in deep water. 

Blanking Walls: Blanking walls used to cover the beaches on the north side were 

removed for all experiments. 

Segmented Wave Board Configuration: The wavemakers were not used m this 

experiment. 

4.2 Model Preparation 

For the manoeuvring experiments, the 1:12 scale model was ballasted and 

trimmed to the displacement of 145 kg. The free running model was not tethered, 

allowing it to perform the many manoeuvring trials unimpeded. To operate the model, 

the shaft speed and rudder angle were controlled and manipulated by software installed 

on an on-shore computer that communicated with the model via a wireless modem. The 

computer operator controlled the model using either the levers on the software control 

panel or a commercial video game steering wheel and foot pedals set. The software used 

a feedback signal from QUALISYS™ to display the heading of the model. 

4.3 Manoeuvring Test Program 

The manoeuvring test program consisted of three different test experiments: 

turning circles, pullouts, and zigzags manoeuvres. 
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The turning circle manoeuvre test program was carried out with speeds associated 

with the full-scale tests that were performed at low, medium, and maximum speed: 6, 8, 

and 11.5 knots, respectively. The manoeuvre was performed with a rudder deflection of 

15°, 25°, and 32° to both port and starboard. The 32° rudder deflection represented the 

maximum rudder deflection experienced on the full-scale Lauzier. The experiment 

started once the model had achieved the steady state cruising speed. The turning circle 

was initiated by turning the rudder to the desired angle and allowing the model to rotate 

in a circle. All turning circles were terminated once the model completed a 720° change 

in heading, at which time, the pullout manoeuvre was started. This manoeuvre consisted 

of returning the rudder back to amidships and allowing the vessel to achieve a steady 

course. The full testing matrix for the required turning circles can be seen in the 

following table. 

Table 4-12: Turning Circle Test Program 

Fwd. Speed Fwd. Speed Rudder Angle 
FS knots MSm/s deg. PIS 

6 0.891 15P 
6 0.891 15S 
6 0.891 25P 
6 0.891 25S 
6 0.891 32P 
6 0.891 32S 

8 1.188 15P 
8 1.188 15S 
8 1.188 25P 
8 1.188 25S 
8 1.188 32P 
8 1.188 32S 

11.5 1.708 15P 
11.5 1.708 15S 
11.5 1.708 25P 
11.5 1.708 25S 
11.5 1.708 32P 
11.5 1.708 32S 
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The zigzag manoeuvre test program consisted of two forward speeds, each 

containing two zigzags with a change of heading of 10° and 20°. A zigzag manoeuvre 

started with a steady approach of the desired speed. The rudder was then put over to 

starboard (first execute) by 10°. Once the heading changed by 10° off its initial course to 

starboard, the rudder was reversed to port by 10° (second execute). Again, once the 

heading of the model changed to 10° off its initial course to port, the rudder was then 

reversed to starboard by 10° (third execute). The manoeuvre continued until at least five 

executes had been achieved. For the 20° zigzag, the rudder and heading angle changed 

by 20°. The zigzag test matrix is provided in the following table. 

Table 4-13: Zigzag Test Program 

Fwd. Speed 
FS knots 

6 
6 

8 
8 

Fwd. Speed 
MSm/s 
0.891 
0.891 

1.188 
1.188 

Rudder Angle 
deg. P/S 

10S/10P 
20S/20P 

10S/10P 
20S/20P 

Due to tank time constraints, the entire manoeuvring test program could not be 

completed, only the manoeuvres with high importance were executed. For the turning 

circles, the runs that were carried out were at model speeds of 0.891 and 1.188 m/s with 

15° and 32° rudder angle to both the port and starboard side. Only one zigzag was 

executed: model speed of0.891 m/s with a 10° port and starboard rudder angle. 
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4.4 Manoeuvring Online Analysis 

The online analysis was carried out on a workstation in the OEB Control Room 

immediately after each run to verify the integrity of the acquired data. The online 

command procedure followed that outlined in the IMD technical report of the model 

manoeuvring and seakeeping experiments [24]. As part of the online analysis, all data 

was converted to full scale values. The following checks were carried out manually by 

reviewing the statistical and time series data produced by the analysis procedure: 

Verified the correct shaft rps, model forward speed, and heading angle; 

Reviewed yaw rate to ensure that enough data was acquired to analyze the run. 

If not enough data was acquired, the run was repeated; 

Reviewed the QUALISYS™ X I Y linear displacement for any anomalies that 

could affect the integrity of the results. If there were large defects, the run was 

repeated; 

Reviewed the rudder angle integrity during the run. The rudder was found to be 

inconsistent during the manoeuvre, then the run was repeated; and 

Reviewed the telemetry and QUALISYS™ signal integrity channels for 

evidence of significant signal loss during critical segments of the run. If 

significant signal loss was detected, the run was normally repeated. 
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4.5 Manoeuvring Offline Analysis 

Igor Pro ™ was again utilized to analyze the manoeuvnng data. The only 

modification to the procedure files to analysis model scale data was to convert the data to 

full scale values before being processed and the output tables included information on the 

particulars of the file. A typical turning circle graph (nominal forward speed 8 knots with 

15° rudder angle to starboard) can be seen in Figure 4-25, while the zigzag graph is 

shown in Figure 4-26 and a typical pullout graph is displayed in Figure 4-27. The turning 

circle and zigzag results are summarized in Table 4-14 and Table 4-15, respectively. As 

with the full scale analysis, the pullout manoeuvres were only analyzed for the 15° rudder 

angle. 
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Figure 4-25: Offline Analysis - Typical Turning Circle Graph 
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Table 4-14: Offline Analysis- Summary of Turning Circle Data 

'lauzier'- Summary Table -Model Turning Circle Data 
July2003 IMD Proj. # 01880 

Nominal Rudder Heel Forward Comments 
Forward Rudder Tactical Final Yaw Rate Angle Angle Speed 

File Name Time Speed Angle Advance Transfer Diameter Diameter In Turn in Tum In Tum In Turn 
(m/s) (deg. P/S) (m) (m) (m) (m) (deg./s) (deg.) (deg.) (m/s) 

MAN 002.DAC 10:23 0.891 15P 116.60 57.90 129 123 ·2.23 15.32 0.84 2.44 
MAN 004.DAC 10:45 0.891 15S 120.09 56.55 133 128 2.20 -14.91 -0.59 2.49 
MAN 005.DAC 10:55 0.891 32 p 76.40 30.14 69 65 -2.95 32.56 0.56 1.68 
MAN OOB.DAC 11:13 0.891 32S 78.36 39.86 78 69 2.98 -34.72 -0.24 1.73 

MAN_011.DAC 11:44 1.186 15P 114.60 66.60 133 123 -2.95 15.96 1.27 3.16 
748 points rerroved Iron 

the start 

MAN_013.DAC 15:36 1.186 15S 123.08 84.11 131 128 2.66 -15.17 -1.02 3.20 
1586 points rermved 

from the start 

MAN 014.DAC 15:44 1.186 32P 78.41 29.34 68 63 -3.63 32.81 1.04 2.17 
MAN 015.DAC 15:48 1.186 32S 63.13 31.39 73 68 3.74 -34.47 -0.71 2.27 

Table 4-15: Offline Analysis- Summary of Zigzag Data 

MN Louis M. Lauzier 

Zigzag Manoeuvre Results 
Model Summary Table 

File Name MAN_016 
NFTime 15:58 
Nominal 
Forward Speed MS (m/s) 0.891 

FS (Ids) 6 
Zigzag 10/10 
Run Heading 
Time to Reach Execute (s) 15.38 
Reach (s) 52.86 
Period (s) 95.97 
Nomoto Coefficients 
Delta R (de g) 0.26 
K(mean) (1/s) 0.1701 
T(mean) (s) 15.071 
Calculated Heading 
Time to Reach Execute (s) 14.80 
Reach (s) 56.33 
Period (s) 94.25 

Comments large Rudder lag. 

As seen in Figure 4-26, there was not a good Nomoto match between the heading 

and the calculated heading. The main reason for this mismatch was the large rudder lag 

at each rudder execute due to the display update time of the computer system controlling 

the model. The display would only update a change of heading every four or five degrees 
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resulting in a delay time for the operator to proceed to the next execute once the heading 

angle reaches or bypasses the rudder angle. 

By viewing the pullout manoeuvre, it can be seen that the model was slightly 

unstable to the port side. 

The Igor ProTM generated table and graphs for the three manoeuvres can be seen 

in the IMD technical report of the model manoeuvring and seakeeping experiments [24]. 

4.6 Discussion 

Since the seakeeping and manoeuvring tests were performed using the same 

model, all model issues will be discussed in the seakeeping section. 

Observations: 

As discussed in the above section, when operating the zigzag manoeuvre, the 

displayed heading angle had a small time lag compared to the real time value. This 

resulted in large rudder lag during the run sequence. There are a couple of possible 

solutions to this dilemma: have the update in real time or create an autopilot program that 

will alter the rudder angle. This would eliminate any errors due to human delay. 

Because of tank time restraints, the full manoeuvring test program was not 

completed. In the future, enough tank time should be sought after to complete the entire 

program. Also, due to rps constraints on the motor, the 11.5 knot equivalent test speeds 

were not achievable. A slower design speed should be chosen instead. Furthermore, due 

to the small confines of the OEB and the necessity of having at least four executes to 

analyze to determine the Nomoto coefficients, the likelihood of completing the remaining 
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zigzags are unlikely. However, those runs should still be executed to obtain the normal 

zigzag parameters, such as TRE and Reach. 

Analysis Comments: 

Analyzing the manoeuvring data was, at times, a very tedious process. The 

manoeuvres were analyzed using the QUALISYS™ data, which in its current setup, 

produces dropouts or spikes in the data as the model changes orientation and distance 

from the infra-red cameras. Therefore, the data had to be smoothed and/or de-spiked 

before the Igor Pro™ could properly analyze the test runs. For the zigzag manoeuvre, the 

de-spiking process had to be carried out manually in order to maintain the integrity of the 

run. 

In addition to the de-spiking process on the zigzag manoeuvre, the procedure file 

had to be modified to take the last heading point as the zero crossing point. This was 

required because the zigzag had the minimum of four executes required to analyze the 

run to obtain the Nomoto coefficients. Due to the model coming up close to the end of 

the OEB, the run was terminated prior to the heading angle reaching the original heading 

direction. The modification was made because the heading angle was only off by a 

couple of degrees from the original path. 

5.0 Model Seakeeping Experiments 

The following section describes the experimental setup and testing procedure as 

well as the data analysis for the set of seakeeping tests completed in the OEB located at 

the Institute for Marine Dynamics in April I May 2003. Experiments were performed 
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using the 1:12 scale 'Lauzier' model (IMD605). The model was instrumented to measure 

the rudder angle and the shaft rotation as well as the ship's motion. The motions were 

measured using an onboard MotionPak1M and the OEB QUALISYS1M system. A bow 

accelerometer was added solely as verification for the MotionPak1M analysis algorithm. 

In addition, four wave probes were placed in the OEB to measure the wave elevation to 

derive the model wave spectrum. For details on the instrumentation and calibration 

methodology refer to the IMD technical report of the model seakeeping and manoeuvring 

experiments [24]. 

5.1 Offshore Engineering Basin Configuration 

The OEB was configured as follows for these experiments: 

Water Depth: The water depth was set at 2.5 m; thus the model was assumed to be 

operating in deep water. 

Blanking Walls: Blanking walls used to cover the beaches on the north side were 

removed for all experiments. 

Segmented Wave Board Configuration: All boards were set in piston mode with the 

bottom of the wave makers adjusted to 1.3 m above the floor of the OEB. 

Wave Generation: An irregular wave was generated at two different wave directions 

(25° and 65° relative to the west wall of the OEB), depending on the relative heading 

angle of the model. The irregular wave spectrum was a scaled match to the non

directional irregular wave spectrum experienced during the full-scale experiments. 

Although eleven spectra were measured on November 2001, the median spectrum for the 

day of testing was chosen as the target spectrum, see Table 3-9 for spectrum parameters 
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(time = 14:30). The matching process is done using wave probes following IMD 

standards [25]. The length of the irregular wave was 347 seconds (20 minutes full scale). 

Due to the length of the OEB, it was not possible for the model to experience the entire 

length of the irregular wave in one test run. To do so, the model was tested against 

segments of the wave history. After a run was completed, the time section of the wave 

that the model encountered was recorded. During the next run, the entire wave profile 

was run again, but the wavemakers in the OEB did not engage until the end of the time 

segment recorded in the previous run (minus a few seconds to account for the wave to 

reach the model). 

Wave Probes: The four wave probes used to measure the wave elevation were placed in 

their allocated positions: three on the North side of the OEB and one on the South West 

comer. 

Model Service Dock: A platform was set up adjacent to the north wall roughly 10m west 

of test center so that the model could be launched/recovered using the overhead crane. 

This dock had to be moved to the South side of the tank for some of the wave heading 

angles to minimize interference with the QUALISYS™ cameras mounted on the east 

end. 

5.2 Model Preparation 

For the seakeeping experiments, the 1:12 scale model was ballasted and trimmed 

to the displacement of 155 kg. The free running model was tethered to the shore as a part 

of the model acceleration system. To operate the model, the shaft speed and rudder angle 

were controlled and manipulated by software installed on an on-shore computer that 
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communicates with the model via a wireless modem. The computer operator controlled 

the model using either the levers on the software control panel or a commercial video 

game steering wheel and foot pedals set. During the seakeeping testing, the software was 

set to the autopilot mode. The autopilot was a prototype system designed and built by 

IMD. This autopilot kept the model on a set course during the test run by monitoring the 

heading angle supplied to the computer from the QUALISYSTM system and 

independently controlling the rudder angle. The autopilot gain coefficients for the 

shipboard autopilot were unknown so an assumption was required to select the model 

autopilot gain values. The following gain values were used: 

Yaw angle gain coefficient = 1.0 Yaw rate gain coefficient = 0.0 

Once the autopilot mode was set, the model operator set the shaft speed and 

required nominal direction before the run, and then takes manual control of model at the 

end of the run. 

5.2.1 Autopilot Software 

The prototype autopilot used to control model IMD605 in the IMD OEB in May 

2003 was a software module that received model heading information from the 

QUALISYSTM optical tracking system and sent packetized commands over a spread 

spectrum radio link to control the rudder angle setting on the model. The autopilot had 

an option for course keeping. Course keeping was accomplished through a Kalman filter 

based Proportional-Integral-Differential (PID) algorithm to control the model rudder 

angle. 
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Data from the QUALISYS1M optical tracking system was transmitted to the 

autopilot via an RS422 communications link, in the form of ASCII sentences. The 

sentences were received at a rate of approximately 30 per second and contained the 

following data: x position, y position, z position, roll angle, pitch angle, yaw angle 

(heading in an OEB reference system), and RMS error. The autopilot software used the 

yaw angle and the RMS error. 

The RMS error value indicated the integrity of the QUALISYS1M data. Since the 

autopilot required a good-quality yaw signal to operate properly, the RMS signal was 

used to 'filter' the information fed to the autopilot. When the RMS error value was 

negative, the QUALISYS1M system was not tracking the model. As well, when the RMS 

error value was too high (>10 in this instance), the QUALISYS1M data was considered 

unusable. When the RMS error value indicated good yaw data, the yaw was fed to the 

Kalman filter. When the RMS error indicated a bad yaw value, the predicted yaw from 

the previous iteration was fed back into the filter to effectively implement inertial 

navigation. 

The Kalman filter incorporated a linear numerical steering model for the test 

vessel. The parameters for the model were determined through analysis of full scale 

'Lauzier' zigzag manoeuvre test data prior to the test program. The Kalman filter 

predicted the model's yaw and the yaw rate in real time by minimizing the mean square 

error between the state of the numerical model and the observed (measured) yaw signal. 

The output can be thought of as an 'optimal' blend of the measured yaw and the ideal 

(numerically determined) yaw, while the yaw rate was numerically determined. Since the 
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filter continuously produced a prediction of the vessel's state, there was no phase lag in 

the resulting signal as there would be if a normal digital filter were applied. Using the 

Kalman filter computed yaw and yaw rate, the autopilot PID module computed error as 

the predicted yaw minus the actual yaw and then computed a rudder angle by 

proportional gain times error minus differential gain times predicted yaw rate. (The 

"Integral" component of PID control was not implemented.) The PID module also had a 

dead band setting to prevent the rudder from being over-commanded; the rudder is 

commanded to move when the resulting change in angle is greater than the dead band 

threshold. 

When the operator engaged autopilot, the rudder angle computed by the PID 

module was used to command the rudder on the model. Otherwise, the rudder commands 

were determined through the operator interface, from the joystick or the rudder slider 

control on the screen. If the RMS error indicated that the QUALISYS™ system was not 

tracking the model, then the operator "armed" the autopilot so that it will automatically 

engaged when the model's attitude became known. In this instance, the rudder angle was 

held at zero degrees until the Kalman filter received a pre-determined number of good 

QUALISYS™ fixes (default= 5 samples). This usually occurred at the start of any given 

run as the model started from a QUALISYS™ dead zone where QUALISYS™ 

information was unavailable. 

Once the autopilot became engaged, it remained engaged until the operator turned 

it off. The autopilot was tolerant of QUALISYS™ dropouts since the Kalman filter was 

able to "fill in" missing data for short dropouts. However, if the QUALISYS™ data 
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remained dropped for 100 consecutive samples, the autopilot automatically shut itself 

down and reverted the model to manual steering control. 

5.3 Model Acceleration System 

To obtain maximum test run length in nominally head and bow seas, a moveable 

static weight based model acceleration system was employed at the beginning run to 

propel the model forward from a stationary position. The acceleration system consisted 

of a 'U' shape aluminium frame containing a foam insert designed to conform to the test 

waterline of the model and 2 - 20 kg weights. The weights, which were suspended just 

underneath the surface of the water, were connected to the vertical post at the end of the 

launch system. A series of ropes and pulleys translate the dropping of the weights to a 

horizontal thrust of the system that acted on two pins bolted to the port and starboard of 

the model at its LCG. In the other heading angles, the launch system was used to 

stabilize the model. In these cases, the model was accelerated using its own onboard 

power and exploiting the wave force acting on the stem. The shore side equipment 

included a manually operated winch used to raise the weights into position. 

As a safety feature, a lightweight safety line anchored onshore was attached to an 

eyebolt on the stem of the model. The line impeded the model at the end of a run to 

prevent it from accidentally ramming the sides of the OEB. 
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5.4 Seakeeping Test Program 

The test program consisted of two forward speeds, each with five headings with 

respect to the dominant incident wave direction. In addition, the forward speed runs, a 

zero forward speed drift run was carried out in nominally beam seas. A head seas is 

defined as 180°. The seakeeping test matrix is provided in Table 4-16. 

Table 4,.16: Seakeeping Test Program 

Forward Speed 
(mls) 

0.965 

1.560 

Heading Angle 
Cdea) 

165 I 125 I 80 I 35 I 15 

155 I 115 I 75 I 35 I 15 

The heading angle was based on the heading experienced by the full-scale 

'Lauzier' during its seakeeping sea trials. Although the heading angles are supposed to 

represent the change of heading from head seas to following seas in 45° intervals, that 

was not what was experienced by the 'Lauzier' during the sea trials. Due to the multi-

directional behaviour of the waves encountered, at times, the sea direction did not appear 

to conform to the expected direction either because the sea direction was changing or the 

original direction determined was incorrect. From analyzing the wave probe data, the 

headings displayed in Table 4-16 were deemed the most likely heading angles 

encountered by the 'Lauzier'. 

To achieve the longest testable distance, the model acceleration system was 

moved to various locations around the tank. Also, the two dominant wave directions for 

the irregular wave added more flexibility in positioning the acceleration system. This can 

be seen in the table below. 
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Table 4-17: Position of the Model Acceleration System 

Heading Launch Position Wave Direction 

165° NEcomer 25° 

125° NEcomer s5• 

so· SE corner 55• 

35° SW corner 55• 

15° SW corner 25° 

155° East side 25° 

115° East side s5• 

75° SE corner 55• 

Whenever the launch system was moved, the model control center was also 

moved. The ideal position for the control center was behind the launching system so that 

the model controller had a view of the entire run, looking at the model from astern. 

While working through the test program, it was noted that the launching system 

was in the wrong position during the heading angles of 75° and 80° seakeeping 

experiments. The actual heading angles were 105° and 100°. The error occurred when 

interpreting the sketches that illustrated the launching position with respect to the wave 

heading. 

5.5 Seakeeping Online Analysis 

The online analysis was carried out on a workstation in the OEB Control Room 

immediately after each run to verify the integrity of the acquired data. The online 

command procedure followed that outlined in the IMD technical report of the model 

manoeuvring and seakeeping experiments [24]. As part of the online analysis, all data 

was converted to full scale values. The following checks were carried out manually by 

reviewing the statistical and time series data produced by the analysis procedure: 

Verified the correct shaft rps, model forward speed, and heading angle; 
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Compared the standard deviation of motion channels measured by 

QUALISYS1M and MotionPak1M; 

Reviewed the telemetry and QUALISYS1M signal integrity channels for 

evidence of significant signal loss during critical segments of the run. If 

significant signal loss was detected, the run was normally repeated; and 

Plotted and compared the pitch and roll angle data from QUALISYS1M and 

MotionPak 1M on the same time base. 

5.6 Seakeeping Offline Analysis 

To analyze the seakeeping data, each individual run was de-spiked to remove any 

QUALISYS1M signal dropouts. The MotionPak1M analysis software was run to compute 

the motions for the nominal CG of the model. Review was completed on the 

QUALISYS1M heading angle and forward speed channels in the time domain to identify 

an appropriate steady state time segment for further analysis. Since a long calm water 

delay interval was acquired on some runs, care was exercised to ensure no data was lost 

when the MotionPak1M analysis routine was used (roughly 5% of data was lost of the 

beginning and end of analyzed MotionPak1M data due to the nature of the Fast Fourier 

Transformation based analysis routine). 

All the data was trimmed to the appropriate steady state time segments and 

merged together to obtain a final file/channel that spanned the entire twenty minute full 

scale wave spectrum. A fixed three second offset was used for each segment to provide 

overlap ensuring a relatively smooth transition in the time domain between segments. As 

many as 29 segments were required to cover the entire representative wave time history. 
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Each of the merged channels was reviewed in the time domain and edited 

manually to remove any remaining spikes through selecting the beginning and end of the 

glitch, then using linear interpolation to fill the gap. Any major motion anomalies, such 

as large transient motions at the beginning of a run, were identified and avoided during 

further analysis. 

Once all the spikes and anomalies were removed, the basic statistics (minimum, 

maximum, mean, standard deviation) for all channels were calculated. The number of 

wave encounters was also determined by carrying out a zero crossing analysis on the 

heave acceleration channel and determining the significant wave height/spectral period of 

the north center wave probe data through execution of a variance spectral density analysis 

on this channel. This information was output in a tabular form. 

Tables of basic statistics for each merged run are provided in the IMD technical 

report of the model manoeuvring and seakeeping experiments [24], while a summary of 

the seakeeping results is provided in Table 4-18. The relationship between the roll angle, 

pitch angle, and the accelerations versus the heading angle are provided in Figure 4-28 

(6.5 knots) and Figure 4-29 (9.5 knots). 
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An error in hand fairing in the transom area was noted, resulting in some 

difference in the hull geometry in this area. 

The propeller shafts were not as straight as required and began to vibrate at 

roughly 22 rps, when it was estimated in the design phase that no vibration problems 

would be expected below 31 rps. The implication was that forward speeds greater than 

10 knots full scale were not achievable with negative implications on the test program. 

It was often necessary to adjust the disposition of the QUALISYS™ markers after 

every heading angle change to ensure good data. When launching the model from the 

south east comer of the OEB, it proved beneficial to shift the track of the model to the 

north so that the model track was not aligned with the QUALISYS™ cameras line of 

sight. Suggested improvements in the QUALISYS™ system include designing new IR 

marker masts that are vertically adjustable and fabricated from a lightweight, non

electrically conductive material. Elevating the QUALISYS™ cameras is also 

recommended to provide an overall improvement in system performance although this 

will require a re-surveying of the system. 

The wave spectrum that was chosen was the median spectrum for the day of 

testing. In the future, two spectra should be matched: one spectrum to represent the set of 

experiments with the lower vessel speed and another spectrum to represent the higher 

vessel speed. This will enhance the correlation of the model scale motions with the full 

scale motions by reducing the time differences between the wave spectrum experienced 

by the ship and the matched wave spectrum. Therefore, reducing the chances that the sea 

state changed by any significant amount in that time span. 
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Observations: 

Due to an error in interpreting the sketches illustrating the model launching 

positions, experiments were carried out at the following two incorrect heading angles: 

Heading Angle = 80° was actually 100° Heading Angle = 75° was actually 105° 

Moving the model launch apparatus to a new location often required several hours 

as the launch mechanism as well as the model control computer etc. also had to be 

moved. Considerable progress has been made over the last six months in devising ways 

to reduce the time to move the launch mechanism. A future change could include using a 

laptop computer with wireless EtherNet card rather than a cumbersome desktop computer 

to control the model. 

During the test program, a large amount of time was lost due to moving the model 

launch system, various QUALISYSTM problems, investigation of the shaft vibration 

issue, and other miscellaneous delays. This caused over half the test time to be 

unproductive. Some delays are unavoidable; however, techniques need to be developed 

to mitigate these overall problems encountered. In the future, it is recommended that all 

test programs include an increase of 25% in the tank time required due to unforeseen 

problems. 

Analysis Comments: 

As mentioned in the manoeuvring section, in its current setup, QUALISYSTM 

produces dropouts or spikes in the data when the model changes orientation and distance 

from the camera setup. This in turn created a large problem in de-spiking the data before 

the proper analysis of the results could take place. 
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6.0 Future Experiments 

From December 2002 to January 2003, wake survey experiments were 

unsuccessfully attempted on the starboard propeller blade area. The purpose of these 

experiments was to provide proof that the sonar caisson disrupts the fluid flow entering 

the starboard propeller. This test is to back up the hypothesis that disturbed fluid flow is 

the reason for the difference in propeller torque between the port and starboard propeller 

seen in both the model and full scale experiments. To carry out this experiment, a wake 

survey needed to be performed with and without the caisson attached to the hull. For a 

wake survey, the propeller was removed and replaced with a group of five pressure 

probes with the centre of the propeller acting as the origin of the analysis. The middle 

wave probe was primarily used for depth measurements, while the differences in pressure 

between the top and bottom probes and the left and right probes was used to determine 

the fluid flow at a particular point. To carry out the wake survey, the model was towed 

down the tank while the wave probes measured the fluid flow at specific points around 

the propeller blade area. The number of points in the wake survey was sufficient enough 

to define four separate circles around the propeller blade area. The circles were defined 

by four radii: 22.2 mm, 58.3 mm, 84.8 mm, and 111.3 mm. Another method utilized 

during the experimentation was a sweep survey. A sweep survey is when the probes 

perform a continuous measurement around the specified circle. 

During testing however, the analysis program produced large jumps in pressure 

between consecutive runs. For this reason, the pressure distribution for the propeller 

blade area was inconsistent and unreliable. Although the sweep method produced more 
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consistent results, it is a new method; therefore, unproven. Attempts to determine the 

pressure problem were unsuccessful during the allotted tank time; therefore, future 

experiments are required to correct this issue and to carry out the wake survey on the 

'Lauzier'. 

To complete the ship I model correlation study, a second set of powering 

experiments are scheduled to be carried out on the 1:12 scale model in the MUN Tow 

Tank. These results will further validate the powering prediction methodology as well as 

address any scaling issues when it comes to modeling vessels. Also, another set of 

manoeuvring experiments will be performed on the 1 :6 scale model using the Planar 

Motions Mechanism (PMM) in the IMD Ice Tank. 
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Chapter 5 Ship I Model Correlations 

1.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, comparisons are analyzed between the model scale and full scale 

data obtained as a part of the ship I model correlation study performed on the M/V Louis 

M. Lauzier. The comparisons will include predictions based on numerical models of the 

'Lauzier' carried out by Dr. D. Bass. 

2.0 Powering Comparison 

For the powering component of the correlation study, the calculated delivered 

power from the 'Lauzier' was compared against numerical and model scale predictions. 

The numerical prediction was based on the NavCAD1M model as discussed in Chapter 4. 

It had a reliable prediction of power, within 10%, between the speeds of 6 and 8 knots. 

At higher speeds, the difference steadily increased to 35% at 11 knots. 

The model scale predictions were based on both the ITTC '57 and ITTC '78 

power prediction methods with modifications for added full scale fouling effects. Each 

method produced results with large differences when compared to the full scale results at 

slow speeds and increasing reliability at higher speeds. The ITTC '57 method decreased 

from a difference of29% at 6 knots to 13% at 11 knots. The ITTC '78 method was more 

reliable with a difference of 19% at 6 knots to within a 10% between 8 and 11 knots, 

highlighted with only a 3% difference at 11 knots. It is believed that these methods 

under-predict the power at lower speeds due to the increase in wake resistance at these 
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speeds. Due to modifications to the stern, at lower speeds the propeller wake has a 

greater interaction with the hull; therefore, increasing the wake resistance. However, in 

model scaling, it is difficult to model this added wake resistance, consequently, under-

predicting the resistance. 

The powering comparison table and graph can be seen in Table 5-l and Figure 

5-l. Also included are comparison graphs using FLOW -3D®4 and an extrapolation 

method, E2001 [26] based on results solely from loading varying self-propulsion tests. 

In Figure 5-2, the model scale resistance (appended and bare hull) is compared to 

resistance calculated from FLOW-3D®. From this figure, it showed that FLOW-3D® 

predicted hull resistance in between the measured appended and bare hull resistance 

curves. Figure 5-3 compares the E2001 method, which was developed by Sue Molloy, 

with the ITTC '78 power prediction. 

Table 5-1: Powering Comparison Table 

MN Louis M. Lauzier 
Ship Powering Comparison 

Speed (knots) 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 10.4 11.0 
Full Scale (kW) 30.5 73.4 111.2 158.8 233.8 351.8 414.5 528.5 

. "Na;;cAii--- (kW)-- --4 i.9------67.4------iii i ~5---- -i44~4---- -i98:6----2"64.9----2.94.9-----344.i--. 
Diff. % 37.3% 8.2% 8.7% 9.1% 15.1% 24.7% 28.9% 34.9% 

·i"TT"c ··si --- -<kwi-- --3-ox-- ---5"i.9-- --- ·s5".3-- --- -i26:s·--- -i9o:6 ----292.3--- --35-o.<;·---459.5-- · 
Diff. % 0.8% 29.3% 23.2% 20.2% 18.5% 16.9% 15.4% 13.1% 

. i'TT"c ··78--- "(k:W)-- -- 3-4.(;-- ---5-9.2.------ 98.8 ____ -"i44:4-- -- 2io.o·- --325.2--- -39-io- ----5i"i.7--. 
Diff. % 13.2% 19.3% 11.1% 9.1% 5.9% 7.6% 5.2% 3.2% 

4 FLOW-3D is a registered trademark ofFlow Science, Inc. of Santa Fe, NM, USA. 
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When dealing with a small scale of the original vessel, scaling issues do arise, 

particularly with fluid flow over the hull and rudders. Therefore, a correlation that 

produces less than a 20% difference between the two scales is deemed a success. This is 

the case for this study, where only two measured parameters are over 10.8%; the advance 

measurement for 15° rudder angle at 6 knots with a difference of 16.4%, the transfer 

measurement for full rudder at 6 knots with a difference of 34. 7%. The large transfer 

error is influenced by the starboard turning circle, as seen in Figure 5-6, where a large 

transient area is identified. This area shows that the model traveled in a straight line after 

the rudder was initiated. I believe that if this run was repeated, it would not have the 

same deficiency because analysis of the other turning circles did not produce similar 

transient areas. 
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Figure 5-6: Model Turning Circle - Large Transfer Error 
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As for the numerical predictions, the only parameter that was influenced by speed 

was the advance for full rudder angle. All the other parameters had little variation with 

speed. Future work still needs to be performed for the higher model speeds to correlate 

with 11 knots, full scale. 

The zigzag manoeuvres, model scale versus full scale, also produced a reliable 

prediction within 15% ofthe full scale data. To better correlate the two zigzags, the full 

scale zigzag that had comparable rudder lag was chosen. The zigzag comparison can be 

seen in Table 5-4. Using the Nomoto coefficients from the model scale analysis (K & T), 

a new heading was calculated based on the full scale rudder activity. This new calculated 

heading, in comparison to the actual heading and the heading calculated from the full 

scale Nomoto coefficients is depicted in Figure 5-7. No numerical prediction was carried 

out on the zigzag manoeuvre. 

Table 5-4: Manoeuvring Comparison- Zigzag 

MN louis M. lauzier 
Manoeuving Comparison -Zigzag 

10/10 Rudder Angle 

Speed TRE Reach Period 
(kts) (m) (m) (m) 

Full Scale 
6 14.86 59.25 109.54 

Model Scale 
6 15.38 52.86 95.97 

Diff. 3.5% 10.8% 12.4% 
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Table 5-5: Wave Statistics Comparison 
........ ···- -- -. --- --~--- --··· ------------------ --- - --· ..... --- ------------

Review of Wave Statistics for North Center Wave Probe 
Model: IMD605 -1:12 scale Lauzier model Seakeeping Tests IMD Proj.#: 01960 

Matched Statistics Test Statistics % Difference from Match % Difference from Target 

Hs Tpo Hs Tpo Hs Tpo Hs Tpo 

Test File Name Wave File Name (m) (s) (m) (s) (m) (s) (m) (s) 
Zero Speed Drift Runs in Beam Seas: 

SPDO HDG90 R1 IMD HS3P08 TP 11 P8 MDS 006 3.02 11.82 3.020 11.852 0.00% 0.27% 1.95% 0.44% 

Speed= 6.5 knots: 

SPD6 HDG15 IMD HS3P08 TP11P8 MDS_006 3.02 11.82 2.936 12.566 2.78% 5.94% 4.68% 6.49% 
SPD6_HDG35 IMDF HS3P08 TP11P8 MDS_002 2.99 11.7 2.985 11.695 0.17% 0.04% 3.08% 0.89% 
SPD6 HDG100 IMDF HS3P08 TP11P8 MDS 002 2.99 11.7 3.018 11.518 0.94% 1.58% 2.01% 2.39% 
SPD6 HDG125 IMDF HS3P08 TP11P8 MDS 002 2.99 11.7 2.940 11.623 1.67% 0.66% 4.55% 1.50% 
SPD6 HDG165 IMD HS3P08 TP 11 P8 MDS 006 3.02 11.82 2.925 11.709 3.15% 0.95% 5.03% 0.77% 

Speed = 9.5 knots: 

SPD10 HDG15 IMD HS3P08 TP 11 P8 MDS 006 3.02 11.82 2.952 11.775 2.25% 0.38% 4.16% 0.21% 
SPD10 HDG35 IMDF HS3P08 TP11P8 MDS 002 2.99 11.7 2.997 11.825 0.23% 1.06% 2.69% 0.21% 
SPD10 HDG105 IMDF HS3P08 TP11P8 MDS 002 2.99 11.7 3.007 12.277 0.57% 4.70% 2.37% 4.04% 
SPD10 HDG115 IMDF HS3P08 TP11 P8 MDS 002 2.99 11.7 3.010 12.328 0.67% 5.09% 2.27% 4.47% 
SPD10 HDG155 IMD HS3P08 TP 11 P8 MDS 006 3.02 11.82 2.894 12.446 4.17% 5.03% 6.04% 5.47% 

Notes: H, =significant wave height 

T,o =period of the spectral peak calculated by the 'Delft Method' 

Target Wave Condition: Hs = 3.08 m, Tpo = 11.8 s. 

The model scale results and numerical results were then correlated against the full 

scale results. The numerical predictions were achieved using the software program 

Motsim using the measured directional wave spectrum from the full scale sea trials. The 

Motsim program however, outputs the surge, sway, and surge displacement instead of 

their accelerations. Extra computation is needed to achieve those values. For this reason, 

the acceleration comparison will not include Motsim values. The displacement graph 

will display an example comparison of only the heave displacement for all three cases. It 

should be noted that the vessel speeds are slightly different at the higher speeds (9.5 knots 

for the model, compared to 10.5 knots full scale). The standard deviation of selected 

values produced by Motsim can be seen in Table 5-6. Comparison graphs for 6.5 knots 

can be seen in Figure 5-8, Figure 5-9, and Figure 5-10, for the roll and pitch angles, Yaw 

angle and heave displacement, and the accelerations, respectively. Figure 5-11, Figure 

5-12, and Figure 5-13 are the comparison graphs for 10.5 knots. 
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uncertainty of the wave direction from the analyzed sea state. As mentioned in Chapter 

4, due to the multi-directional behaviour of the waves encountered, the chosen model 

headings were derived from simulation and compared to data of the waves that the 

'Lauzier' encountered. As well, the wave profile that was chosen was the median profile 

of the day of testing; therefore the wave profile experienced by the 'Lauzier' is not quite 

the same for the model experiments. Also, when matching the waves in the OEB, only 

the non-directional spectrum was matched, there was no way of matching the spreading 

function. Other contributions to the differences in roll and sway are the viscous scaling 

effects and sway could be non-linear and not scale properly. 

The yaw angle comparison was added for completeness. At the present time, the 

poor correlation at 6.5 knots can not be explained due to lack of relevant data. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

By performing this ship I model correlation study, Memorial University of 

Newfoundland, the Institute for Marine Dynamics, and Marineering Ltd were able to 

partly validate their methodology for physical modeling by accurately and reliably 

correlating many of the model test results to results obtained from a full scale vessel. The 

testing procedures used were in the areas of powering, manoeuvrability and seakeeping. 

The powering, or propulsion, trials were performed to obtain the performance and 

propulsive characteristics of the vessel. The manoeuvring trials provided information on 

the handling characteristics of the ship, for operational purposes. Finally, the seakeeping 

trials were carried out to define the seaworthiness characteristics of the ship by assessing 

the relationship between the motions of the ship and the related environmental conditions 

in which the ship was tested. 

Using the powering trials, I was able to correlate the model scale results to the full 

scale results to within 10% using the ITTC '78 power prediction. This was achieved by 

increasing the ship frictional resistance coefficient to account for hull fouling by 48.75%, 

based on a Royal Navy practice. In spite of this, further investigation should be carried 

out on the actual percentage that should be used on the 'Lauzier' or any other ship 

operating out of the St. John's harbour. 

Although there is currently no full scale prediction method that will extrapolate 

the model scale results to full scale results, besides just scaling each parameter by the 

appropriate scaling factor, I was able to correlate certain parameters of each manoeuvre 
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within a reasonable level of accuracy: 11% for the turning circle manoeuvres and 15% for 

the zigzag manoeuvres. This is deemed a success in correlation with this size of a model 

due to the uncertainty of viscous scaling effects over the hull and rudder. The analysis 

also showed that the Nomoto coefficients for the vessel from the zigzag manoeuvre could 

be accurately calculated. The model scale manoeuvring test program should be expanded 

to include more speeds and rudder angles than that performed on the full scale vessel. 

This will further enhance the understanding of the effect of these parameters on each 

manoeuvre. 

When dealing with the seakeeping correlation, much depends on how well IMD 

can accurately match a particular sea state, leaving little concern in future seakeeping 

trials about matching the observed sea state. With the correlation analysis, the model 

scale results compared relatively well to the full scale motions. In the particular cases 

where the peaks of the model scale motions were slightly shifted compared with the full 

scale motions, it can be attributed to the uncertainty of the wave direction from the 

analyzed sea state. In the future, full scale seakeeping trials should abide by the ITTC 

recommended test pattern along with performing the tests in a sea state where the wave 

spectrum is more unidirectional. The wave buoy analysis has difficulty in deciphering 

these sea conditions and calculating the actual wave direction. As well, the model test 

program should contain two matched wave profiles, one for each vessel speed. By 

following these recommendations, it should mitigate the problems I experienced in this 

study with respect to wave direction. 
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